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Life at 9k…  by Skip Testut

Wisdom comes with winters. Oscar 
Wilde

Oscar may be wrong. If wisdom 
comes with winter then 
believe me, this past winter I 

should have gained wisdom aplenty. 
Between the non-stop, sub-freezing 
temperatures, the drifting, blowing 
snows, and the annual arrival of 
my property tax bill on the heels of 
Christmas, it should have been more 
than	enough	to	make	me	think,	reflect,	
and even vow to do things differently. 
Still	 and	 before	 I	 got	 too	 reflective,	
spring arrived and in my part of the 
CNY country, it arrived early and all 
wisdom was lost. Instead of waiting 
until April 1 to remove the snow tires, 
off	they	came	on	the	first	day	of	spring.	
Ditto the removable hardtop. I even had 
the temerity to drive down to the local 
watering hole, top down, while March 
was still on the calendar. What’s more, 
I agreed to serve as Chuck Gladle’s 
navigator during the 2009 Green Grand 
Prix, despite the fact I couldn’t imagine 
Chuck owning anything that could even 
remotely be considered green. Perhaps, 
green is the color of the navigator 
following the event. Maybe we’ll be 
fueled by green beer?! Regardless, 
my point is made. Joyce, apparently, 
has gained wisdom while yours truly 
has not. Spring in Upstate New York 
does not bring newfound wisdom or 
experience. It makes one even more 
aware that carpe diem has much going 
for it and that spring is the time to start 
seizing that moment, while there are 
still moments to be seized. Economy 
in the dumpster?! Portfolio down to 
the point where buying gasoline is 
as much a challenge as it used to be 

to buy a car?!? What does it matter. 
Spring	is	here,	stream	fishing	season	is	
open, the snow tires are off the car and 
I’m feeling optimistic. Besides, Oscar 
Wilde also said that anyone who lives 
within their means suffers from a lack 
of imagination. He might have been 
talking about something other than 
money.

Speaking of wisdom and famous 
quotations,	 I’ve	 learned	 that	neither a 
lender nor a borrower be is among the 
best! Shakespeare may not have owned 
a Porsche, but he knew of what he 
wrote. Awhile back, Baxter foolishly 
loaned me materials from last year’s 
Parade at Charlotte. Baxter loved the 
2008	Parade,	his	first	I	believe,	and	was	
only too willing to share his excitement 
with a friend. Now normally, I’m the 
kind of guy who can be trusted with 
such things, but when it came time to 
return Baxter’s souvenirs, I’m short 
one 2008 Porsche Parade program. 
No amount of looking around the 
house could grow me a new one and 
Baxter was crushed. It’s not good to 
disappointment one’s friends, especially 
when they’re fellow members of the 
CNY PCA and the disappointment 
concerns Porsche-related material. I 
knew I had to do something more than 
merely	beg	forgiveness.	I	had	to	find	a	
replacement copy and let me tell you, 
finding	a	replacement	Parade	Program	
is not an easy task. Most folks toss out 
their programs sometime shortly after 
returning from Parade, if not while 
at the hotel at the Parade. Those who 
don’t belong to that mental set who 
pay $29.95 for a $1 gold piece as 
advertised on TV, save empty Avon 
bottles, have every Porsche model 
ever made, and possess every piece of 
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Letters to the Editor

I’d like to comment on Larry Lee’s photo 
in the March/April edition showing 
Randy Martin and me “keeping warm” 
in my garage.

Mr. Lee was suffering from a hacking 
cough all morning (Sounded like he 
had pneumonia).  We thought the best 
way to get him “outta here and to the 
doctor” was to open the garage door 
on a ten degree day, apply some grease 
to	 the	 header	 and	 “fire	 that	 sucker	
up”. Well it worked, but not before he 
snapped off the photo out of spite!

Actually,	 I	 had	 just	 finished	 a	
complete tear down and re-build on 
my	 944NA	 motor	 (my	 first).	 Having	
been around enough race motor break-
ins, I know that the prudent thing is 
to have someone standing by with 
a	 fire	 extinguisher!	 	A	 fine	 call	 as	 it	
happens, as we noticed a fuel leak 
which turned out to be a cracked fuel 
rail.  Fortunately, George Beuselinck 
of 944 Ecology assured me that this 
is a somewhat common occurrence on 
the 944s [He says that about #2 
rods poking through the block, 
as well. Ed.] and sent another out in 
the mail. The smoke was from greasy 
hands installing the exhaust.

Many thanks to Larry, Randy, and 
Paul Dolphin - all members of the 
Blue Lightning Racing team - for 
your help in getting the motor back in!  
(The team driver Gene Raymondi was 
conspicuously absent during the entire 
ordeal!)

Sure hope you’re feeling better Larry!

Kind Regards,
Brian Watson

Porsche memorabilia ever offered in 
Panorama. In short, the Gladles, but 
they wouldn’t part with their copy and 
I	was	 back	 to	 square	 one.	They	were	
gracious enough, however, to loan their 
program to me to be copied. Chuck 
really must need a navigator. Anyway, 
I wasn’t about to give up so easily so 
I continued emailing everyone in the 
PCA I thought might have a copy. For 
crying out loud, I even emailed various 
officers	 of	 the	 Charlotte	 Parade,	 but	
while everyone replied with Teutonic 
efficiency,	 no	 one	 had	 or	 knew	 of	
a copy. They had other souvenirs, 
yes, but Parade programs, never. In 
desperation I turned to the Gladles and 
started my long, laborious project of 
copying every one of the 1000+ pages 
that made up last year’s program. That 
was until I came across a 2-page, single 
spaced list in the 2008 program of the 
2008 Parade administrators and noticed 
“Printing Chair” among the listed 
officials.	What’s	more,	Tom	Morgan,	I	
assume of the Carolinas Region, had a 
spare program and was willing to send 
it my way. Tom probably thinks that 
he’ll be seeing me in a future episode 
of	“Antiques	Roadshow,”	hawking	the	
copy he’s sending, but if he ever gets 
a copy of this edition of The Redline, 
he’ll know he saved a friendship and 
that making money was not my goal. 
As for Baxter, he’ll be happy to be 
reunited with a copy of the 2008 
Parade program and he’s gained the 
wisdom not to loan such things to me 
in the future. He’ll also enjoy a certain 
leverage in our friendship, although 
not so much that would preclude my 
continuing to ignore his whining and 
stop at McDonald’s, anyway. Wisdom 
is overrated and, by the way, make 
mine a number 3!
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Eurocar 2009
CNY PCA members looking for an 
alternative to the 48 Hours Of Watkins 
Glen on June 20th & 21st should mark 
their calendars for Eurocar 2009. This 
year’s event will be a cooperative 
venture between the MG Car Club Of 
CNY and the local Jaguar Club. On 
Saturday, there will be a slalom in the 
parking lot of the old Agway building, 
behind Shoppingtown Dewitt, with 
groups scheduled to begin runs 10:00 
A.M. and 1:00 P.M. At 5:00 P.M. a fun 
run will depart from the Craftsman Inn, 
in Fayetteville, with a dinner planned 
for the destination at the Fisher’s Bay 
Marina Restaurant, in Bridgeport. 
Sunday (Father’s Day) will be the 
usual concours at Lorenzo State Park, 
in Cazenovia. I note that last year 
CNY PCA members took 13 ribbons 
at this event, including Best of Show.

Anyone who is interested in updated 
information on Eurocar 2009 
and entry forms please contact 
me at dickjeffers@juno.com

Dick Jeffers

In appreciation...
Thanks so much for the Redline with 
the articles about Mother and Dad. I 
know they would have been touched 
by your thinking of them at this time.  
It made Lorna and I cry but in a good 
way.  Thanks again. 

In the early 80’s sometime before Dad 
passed, I made a Porsche-logo hook 
rug. Mother had it on her wall (it’s 
about	4’	square)	and	pretty	neat	if	I	do	
say so.  Can the CNY-PCA display it 

Thanks so much for the note and copy 
of the Redline with the articles about 
Mother and Daddy.  Your fondness 
for both of them was obvious in your 
writings.

I	had	not	heard	of	the	fire	extinguisher	
episode until a couple of years ago 
when sharing some Porsche stories 
with Jim and Gloria.  I howled then and 
again when reading it in the Redline.

How lucky I was to have such wonderful 
parents!

Sharon VanBuskirk Russell

Porsche Clash Volunteers 
Needed!
Tim O’Brien, the volunteer guru for 
this year’s Porsche Clash at Watkins 
Glen, has asked me to remind Central 
New Yorkers that it is very easy to 
volunteer to help make this year’s 
event a success. All you have to do to 
volunteer	is	fill	out	the	form	at	this	link:	
http://clash.tobe.com/

George Beuselinck

somewhere?  I know both Mom and 
Dad would like it to go to the club but 
I know you don’t have a permanent 
clubhouse or base, so maybe it would 
be too big to carry around.  Let me 
know and when I get it from Sharon 
I will get it to you, if you believe you 
could use it.

Thank again for the kind words about 
Mom and Dad.

Pat VanBuskirk
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A Memorable DeRuyter 
Event at Mitch & Beth’s
The tech session last Saturday [March 
7] was outstanding in all respects, most 
notably the hospitality of our hosts, 
Mitch and Beth. I hope all attendees 
have expressed their gratitude to them. 

Best regards,
Bob Faass

Bob, I agree, completely. All 
those great cars, Rick Dobush’s 
talk, and the chance to see the 
start of the “sugaring season,” 
all made it memorable. Ed.

Ladies! Are you mad as 
heck and...

Does the man in your life hog your 
Porsche?	 	 Does	 he	 find	 all	 kinds	 of	
reasons why you can’t drive when 
you go out together?  On the rare 
occasion that you do drive, does he 
provide ongoing rhetoric on what you 
should or should not be doing?  (This 
is a syndrome I refer to as “The Peanut 
Gallery”.)

Does he complain that you shift too 
soon, ride the brake, tail gate, lug the 
engine, pop the clutch, rubber neck 
(my Dad’s favorite), bump the curb, 
ride someone’s bumper, signal too late, 
signal too early, don’t signal, park too 
close to another car or worst of all, 
drive too slow??

If you are plagued by any or all of the 
above, we have a remedy made just for 
you!!!  

After many, many years of trying, I 
have	finally	had	a	dream	of	mine	come	
true.  With the help of another woman 
(well naturally), Patti Dobush from 
Hudson Champlain Region PCA, we 
have put together a “Ladies Only” Run 
Group at our co-sponsored Drivers’ 
Education on July 22 and 23, 2009 at 
Watkins Glen International.

If you would like to learn to drive better 
on the street while experiencing driving 
on a closed circuit, join other women for 
this DE.  You can experience the track 
with	 other	 first-time	 women	 at	 your	
own pace and your own comfort level.  
You will be provided with classroom 
instruction and your own personal in-
car instructor—NOT aforementioned 
“man in your life”.

Please check the article in this 
issue entitled “A Very Important 
Announcement” for more details.  You 
can get complete information and the 
Registration Form at our web site 
www.cnypca.org. 

This is a great opportunity!!  Come out 
and join us.  We are going to have some 
fun!

Joyce Gladle
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Good Day CNY Members,

I do believe that Mother Nature’s last 
winter surprise is behind us and very 
soon we will be able to safely take our 
Porsches out of our various garages and 
“stretch	their	legs”	for	the	first	time	in	
the 2009 season!!  Yippy!!  It’s about 
time!!

Never being ones to let the northern 
hemisphere weather keep us from 
enjoying our favorite pastime in some 
form or other, CNYers have been 
busy readying for the driving season.  
January found us at Steve and Connie 
Turco’s home planning our 2009 
schedule.  In February Rick and JoAnn 
Holt hosted our annual Winter Rally 
and Daytona 500 Party.  We have had 
2 very informative tech sessions thanks 
to Mitch VanNordstrand, Rick Dobush 
and John Hajny.  Our annual Charity 
Auction, Chaired by Cathie White, was 
a huge success.  Check out the pictures 
and stories on each of these events 
elsewhere in this issue.

On	the	Zone	and	National	level	things	
are	 rolling	 along	 as	 usual.	 	The	Zone	
1 Tech Tactics was a great success 
allowing attendees to spend some 
time with and hear great stories from 
Norbert Singer straight from the 
old	 country.	 	 Next	 up	 is	 the	 Zone	 1	
Concours and Rally on May 16-17, 
in Parsippany, New Jersey.  If you 
have never attended this event, by all 
means do so.  It is great fun.  Also on 
the docket are the 48 Hours of Watkins 
Glen	DE	and	the	Zone	1	PCA	“Clash”	

Club Race.  We need volunteers to run 
this event.  It is an opportunity to see 
some very famous and very beautiful 
racecars, up very close indeed.  Check 
out the information and registration 
forms for these events in this issue. 

So now it is time to look ahead.  We have 
a year full of great events in store for 
our CNY members.  Some old favorite 
events and some brand new events too.  
Do check out the 2009 Kalender in this 
issue and mark your calendar to join us.  
We promise beautiful cars and great 
camaraderie.

But wait!!  There’s more!!  CNY is 
embarking on an endeavor that it 
has never done before.  We will be 
co-hosting with Hudson Champlain 
Region, a Drivers’ Education at 
Watkins Glen International on July 
22 and 23.  Our CNY Region is rich 
in	PCA	Certified	 Instructors	who	will	
be supporting this event in force.  They 
are accomplished drivers and eager to 
help	others	enjoy	 the	fun	and	benefits	
of driving “on the track”.

This event will offer run groups 
established according to the experience 
of each individual.  There will be 5 
run groups offered, including one 
for beginner ladies.  This, of course, 
insures that when you are on the track, 
you will share it with others of your 
same level of experience.  No fuss, no 
pressure, just learn at your own pace.  
Our instructors will take good care of 
you!!

So, if you have ever dreamed about 
driving at Watkins Glen or on a 
racetrack in general, now is the time!!  
We hope you will support CNY in this 

Lady at the Wheel 
By Joyce Gladle, President, CNY-PCA   
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CNY-PCA Willkommen  Wagen
By Ed Hurd, Membership Chair

new venture.  I promise you, you won’t 
be sorry.

Whatever your Porsche pleasure—
rally, tech, autocross, picnic, concours, 
social, track—CNY has it covered!!  
Come out and join us and have some 
fun with your Porsche friends.

Remember, it’s not just the cars, it’s the 
people.

 

Membership statistics (as of 
04/01/09): CNY Primary members: 
251,	Affiliates:	199,	Total:	450

Please join me in welcoming our 
newest members:

February 2009

No new members

March  2009

George Gerhat 
Endicott, NY
2005 Boxter S, Red

Trevor Massiah
Liverpool, NY
1976 911, Yellow

Grandpa’s Steering Wheel
By Richard D. Jeffers

In 2008, my cousin Jimmy gave me 
an old steering wheel that he had 
retrieved from the granary at my 

grandfather’s farm in the 1960s. He 
didn’t know what it came from but 
thought it was an interesting artifact 
and so kept it for forty some years. 
The wheel has four steel spokes, which 
had become very rusty, and a thick 
wooden rim that inadvertently had been 
splashed with red paint during some 
long-ago project. Bill Noroski restored 
the wheel to better than new condition. 
It looked so good that I was inspired to 
discover its origin.

The wheel could have come from a 
farm tractor except that grandpa never 
had one. He operated under the logic 
that, “If God had wanted men to use 
tractors, He would have created them 
instead of horses in the beginning.” For 
the twenty-seven years that I knew him, 
grandpa never drove a car, hitching a 
ride or walking from the farm in Clay 
to catch a bus in Cicero when he had 
to go someplace. However, I remember 
visiting the farm as a lad in the mid-
1940s and seeing an old car, kind of 
square	 with	 wooden-spoke	 wheels,	
sitting in a shed attached to the granary. 
Both the car and the shed disappeared 
during the ‘50s. 

Fortunately, grandpa kept a diary 
where he recorded daily agricultural 
information like the weather, plantings, 
harvests, important events like births 
and deaths, and a monthly account of 
expenses and receipts. I began to search 
back through these books, which go 
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from 1911 up to grandpa’s last day in 1969, looking for information on the old 
car. I struck pay dirt in 1937, where he reported that, “The car wouldn’t start and 
I had to pull it with the horses.” From that date backwards in the diaries, I mined 
much information related to the car. For example, he paid $1.60 for ten gallons of 
gasoline,	$22.60	for	two	5.25	X	18	tires	and	tubes	and	a	$3	fine	for	running	a	stop	
sign in Syracuse. In November 1931, he was run into by another car at Shepard’s 
Corners in Cicero sustaining a dented fender and running board while his lady 
passenger suffered a cut over her eye. He settled up with the young fellow who hit 
him for $2 (this was in the days before aggressive trial lawyers). I hit the mother 
load on July 11, 1931, where grandpa recorded that he bought a 1924 Hupmobile 
sedan, with 24,504 miles on it, from a man in Cicero for $100. Howard Baker, 
proprietor of the local garage, checked out the car and taught grandpa how to 
drive it.

Armed with this information, I went to the Internet and found a photo of a 1924 
Hupmobile. It had the remembered wooden-spoke wheels and, under increased 
magnification,	was	seen	to	have	a	wood-rimmed	steering	wheel	with	four	spokes.	
I measured the diameter of the steering and road wheels from the photo and, using 
the information that the car had 18-inch tires, calculated that the steering wheel 
was about 15 inches across. The wheel that I have is exactly 15 inches in diameter, 
which pretty much ends my story.

An interesting aside is the fact that I once had business dealings with the Hupp 
Company, in Cleveland, Ohio. I worked with their engineers on a commercial air 
conditioning product that they made for Carrier but never realized that plant was 
part of the same company that had made the automobile.   

Grandpa’s Steering wheel.  Photo courtesy of the author.
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Porsche Club of Thailand 
by PPP Thak  

I have to admit a mea culpa after 
publishing my last column.  Perhaps 
I have lived in the West for so long 

that I have absorbed through osmosis 
an Orientalist worldview that paints 
non-Western societies as inferior or as 
lesser copies of developed societies.  
I have forgotten that the automobile 
appeared in Siam in the late 1800s, that 
the	country	was	the	first	in	its	region	to	
have television, and that the use of cell 
phones predated the popularity of this 
device in the US by at least a decade.

One of the policies adopted by the 
early Siamese leaders to cope with the 
specter of colonialism was to strive to 
appear civilized to the imperial powers 
so Siam would be spared colonization 
justified	 by	 the	 concept	 of	 ‘the	white	
man’s burden’ of saving the Asian and 
African savages from themselves.  This 
pernicious worldview led to a situation 
that ninety percent of the earth’s 
populated surfaces was ruled by the 
European colonial powers, including 
the United States.  The Siamese were 
able to escape direct colonization by 
adopting a policy of modernization 
that included adopting new Western 
technologies	 and	 cultural	 signifiers	 of	
modernity (European buildings, asphalt 
roads, trains, the fork and spoon, 
Western dress, surnames, electricity, 
sewage, the telephone, literary forms 
especially	 prose	 fiction,	 bureaucratic	
administration, etc.).

Mastering the technologies of the 
modern have long been a practice of the 
Thai people which included, of course, 
owning and driving automobiles of all 
types.  This familiarity and infatuation 

with new and fast cars have been a Thai 
characteristic that is now permanently 
imprinted in the Thai genome. Few in 
America realize that there is a district 
in the industrial estate belt in present 
day Thailand that is known as the 
‘Detroit of Asia.’ I should have known 
better than to demean Porsche owners 
in Thailand as mere poseurs.

My current research, and the reason 
why I am spending six months in 
Thailand, is to study the genesis of the 
modern Thai detective story.  One of the 
novels	I	am	reading	and	critiquing	was	
written in 1924 and is what I will argue 
is the prototype of the modern Thai 
detective story.  The setting is Bangkok 
and prominent in the story is a car 
chase.  Although checking historical 
sources will show that there were few 
paved roads in Bangkok during that 
period, criminals, the police and the 
good guys in the novel still chase each 
other in cars at what were considered 
breakneck speeds, i.e., 50 m.p.h.  What 
I	find	significant	is	that	the	author	refers	
to	 these	 cars	 by	 specific	 makes	 and	
their special features.  For example, the 
cars that appear in the novel include 
brands such as Chevrolet, Ford, Fiat, 
Austin, Singer, Studebaker, Dodge, 
Citroen, Essex, Johnson, Buick, and 
Rugby.  The author says that Buicks 
and Dodges are known for their speed 
and power.  The Fiat, on the other hand, 
is	described	as	flimsy	and	fragile,	even	
back then.  Apparently, time has not 
improved this particular car. Because of 
this,	I	should	not	have	been	so	quick	to	
conclude that the Thai would not know 
about or appreciate Porsches. Had the 
Porsche been invented in the 1920s I 
am sure that someone in Siam would 
have bought one.
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My initial foray into searching the 
web to see if there was a Porsche 
Club of Thailand was only partially 
successful.  In my haste (and orientalist 
inclinations), I concluded that the 
enthusiasts in Thailand were only 
interested	 in	 superficial	 aspects	 of	
Porsches and were mostly subscribers 
to Christophorous, wearers of 
expensive watches who cared nothing 
about the sporting heritage of Porsche 
cars.  Fortunately, there is redemption 
in my case because several weeks ago I 
ran into three Porsche fanatics in a most 
unlikely place in Maehongson, one of 
Thailand’s most remote provinces.

Maehongson province is the 
northwestern-most province of 
Thailand that borders the Shan state of 
Burma.	 	 It	 is	one	of	 the	most	difficult	
to reach and the least populated. 
More than half are hill-tribes people 
(Hmong, Yao, Karen, Akha, etc.), and 
even the so-called ‘Thai’ living there 
are in fact Shan people who are cousins 
of the Thai, but whose homeland is 
now in Burma.  Only 10 percent of the 
land	is	flat	and	suitable	for	agriculture	
and human settlement.  The rest is 
mountainous.  There is a highway that 
connects the province to the major city 
in the north, Chiangmai.  To get there, 
we rented a Toyota minivan with a 
driver who knew the route well enough 
to take us.  Although the distance from 
Chiangmai to Maehongson is only 
about 250 kilometers, the trip took us 
almost the whole day.  The reason for 
this was because the road is cut through 
the mountains and the narrow two-lane 
highway is not easy to negotiate.  
Those who make the trip successfully 
are privileged to wear a tee shirt that 
declares ‘I survived the 1864 corners 

to get here.’  The truth is that one has 
to negotiate 1864 corners in the road 
before arriving at Maehongson.  Not 
only are there mind-boggling corners 
and lots of switchbacks, but also there 
are constant changes in elevation and 
scary blind corners.  Many of the cars 
and buses are veterans of the road and 
these vehicles overtake slower cars 
at will and without warning.  Many 
travelers stop by the roadside just to 
throw up.  I would not be surprised if 
the local buses provided airsickness 
bags for their passengers.  

I wished I had my 930 or better still, 
my 914-6 on that trip!  Of course, I 
would not let Mike Darminio drive 
with me in the car.  I can well imagine 
Mad Mike taking those 1864 corners at 
unreasonable speeds, unmindful of his 
terrified	passenger.		If	riding	with	him	
at Lime Rock were enough to make 
me puke, I would surely not entrust 
him to drive me from Chiangmai to 
Maehongson. No siree!

After	 finally	 arriving	 at	 the	 capital	 of	
the province, we checked into the Fern 
Resort. That resort was a member of 
the ecotourism movement, a term that 
to me is a misnomer and an affront to 
one’s sensibilities.  The ecotourism 
movement promotes tourism into 
natural areas to have a taste of how 
the	 local	 people	 lived,	 to	 benefit	 the	
local community, and to leave the least 
impact on the local environment.  Thus 
ecotourists pick hotels and resorts 
(even these two words sound anathema 
to the pristine ecology that they are 
supposed to protect) that allow visitors 
to stay in jungle areas and in rice 
fields	without	leaving	a	large	(carbon)	
footprint or unnecessary disturbance of 
the environment.
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The cottages we stayed in had no TV, 
no telephone and were constructed 
with local materials on the outside to 
conceal the inner concrete structure 
and corrugated cement roof.  The resort 
also catered to the needs of modern 
tourists because there was a swimming 
pool laced with chlorine that killed all 
bugs	 that	 flew	 over	 it	 and	 had	 rooms	
that were air-conditioned.  Of course, 
tourists are encouraged to pretend that 
they are communing with nature.  There 
was a pair of tourists from England 
who sat every morning in the resort 
gardens with binoculars watching the 
local	birds	feeding	on	the	hotel	fig	tree.		
Of	 course,	 every	 artificially	 planted	
tree in the resort compound is labeled 
with	 its	 scientific	 and	 local	 name	 and	
a short description of its medicinal or 
nutritional properties. This sure beats 
sitting in the jungle swatting insects 
while craning to see the birds that feed 
on the upper canopies of the rain forest.  
Fern Resort is also famous because just 
a few days before we arrived, Brad Pitt 
and Angela Jolie spent several days in 
a cottage that was built in the middle of 
a	paddy	field,	also	artificially	planted.		
I was surprised that the cottage was 
quite	 small	 and	 non-descript.	 	 Even	
then, their cottage was a far cry from a 
farmer’s hut with no running water and 
a leaky roof.

On that trip, I was able to visit a Kayan 
village where the women wore large 
brass rings around their necks.  These 
Karen people who call themselves 
Kayan are known as long-necked 
Karens. The rings they wear actually 
push on their collarbones to make their 
necks appear elongated.  The really old 
women would look like ET with their 
small heads connected by a long neck.  

I am enclosing a picture of a Kayan/
long neck Karen girl playing the guitar.  
She was selling modern Karen music 
that she wrote and performed. Buying 
her CD also came with an impromptu 
performance, an instantaneous preview, 
so to say. Some American missionaries 
taught her how to play the guitar and 
helped to record her songs for sale. 
Interestingly, the tunes are familiar ones 
such as ‘This land is your land.’  More 
importantly during that trip, when we 
pulled into the resort, there were two 
993 C4S and a Boxster in the parking 
lot.  I took some pictures of the cars 
and am enclosing one for the Redline 
Report.  Notice that one of the cars 
sports a 911 vanity plate.  In Thailand, 
only the numbers are auctioned off.  
The number 9 and 8 are particularly 
valued by the rich Chinese because 
they sound like the words ‘progress’ 
and ‘prosperity.’  No one wants the 
number 4 because it sounds like ‘death’ 
[This may explain Bill Kohnke’s 
“Mrs. Murphy.”  Ed.].

I waited around the next morning 
waiting for the Porsche owners to 
check out. Porsche enthusiasts are the 
same all over the world.  They were 
eager to talk to me about their cars, 
especially after seeing my Farnbacher 
Loles jacket.  From them, I learned 
about Porsche Club of Thailand, 
but their knowledge of the club was 
sketchy.  One of the three told me that 
he was in the middle of building a 2.8 
RSR with a race engine that had been 
imported to Thailand about twenty 
years ago.  He said that he had been in 
touch with Bruce Anderson for advice!  
You can check out Porsche projects and 
this particular one on the website http://
thaiporsche.shutterfly.com/ I was told 
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that this car will be raced eventually in 
Asian racing series.  

After I returned to Bangkok, one of 
the Porsche Club members sent me 
several email updates.  One of the 
people I met in Maehongson contacted 
the club’s president and provided 
me with more relevant information.  
From him, I learned that the Porsche 
Club of Thailand (PCT) was formed 
in 1995 and currently has about 400 
members most of whom are from the 
Bangkok area.  Because Porsches are 
very expensive in Thailand, not many 
are used as daily drivers.  Most of these 
cars come out at night when it is cool 
and the freeways are not congested.  
Cars are also displayed at major shows 
and exhibitions.

I am told that the most sought after 
cars are the early 911s.  Even junk 
cars command $30,000 and it takes 
another $30,000 to restore them.  The 
PCT hold meetings and activities 
monthly.  The most recent activity 
was an excursion from Bangkok to 
Chiangmai and to Maehongson.  About 
thirty cars participated.  There are 
also joint activities with the Porsche 
Clubs of Malaysia and Singapore.  
Recently also, a group of 20 cars from 
Malaysia spent nine days driving from 
Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) to Phuket 
(Thailand) and then to several other 
cities in Thailand before ending up in 
Laos.  This particular tour has been a 
regular feature of the clubs for the past 
five	to	six	years.		I	doubt	whether	our	
club could organize such a trip.  But 
perhaps we can think about a tour that 
will take us to Alaska via Canada, 
returning through Mexico!  Do you 
think that Joyce and Chuck would 
organize this trip?

If you check out www.club911thailand.
net/ you will be able to see some of the 
activities of the PCT.  There are several 
race circuits in Thailand that welcome 
high performance driving events.  But 
because there are not many Porsche 
owners who participate in racing or 
in driver education events, most high-
speed events are open to other sports 
cars, especially Ferraris, Lamborghinis, 
and BMWs.  Of course, there are more 
track-prepared BMWs in Thailand 
because they are relatively inexpensive 
compared to the exotics.  I was also told 
that PCT members also visit Malaysia 
and Singapore.  A group is preparing 
to take their cars to the Malaysian 
Formula One circuit at Sepang.  Too 
bad they did not invite me.  My brother 
in law has one of the few 914s left in 
Thailand.  Unfortunately, it is a 1971 
European 1.7 car.  At some future point, 
I will write about this particular car.  I 
have driven it once but did not enjoy 
its rear shifter and anemic engine.  The 
steering wheel is also on the wrong 
side, which makes overtaking other 
cars	difficult.

I have run out of clever things to say, 
so I will end this installment and return 
to the serious article I am writing.  
The last time I asked the chair of my 
department, he reassured me that I 
could not claim my articles for the 
Redline Report as part of my scholarly 
production.  I am still hoping to publish 
a compilation of my articles in the 
Redline after I retire from the academy.  
I have enough to publish a good-sized 
book.  Perhaps I will do this as party 
favors for my retirement that is fast 
approaching.  My neighbor is now 
retired and he has become insufferable 
constantly taunting me about the merits 
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of retirement.  I am hoping that some sharp-eyed editor will read my book on 
Porsches and offer me a job as an automotive columnist.  I think that I have what 
it takes to replace Peter Egan or even Jean Jennings, that is, if I did not have to 
compete with the likes of Bob ‘the Northern Sentinel’ Graham, Joe ‘Huh?’ Holzer, 
Brian ‘who me?’ Dailey, and Skip ‘Mr. Editor’ Testut.  I am also lucky that I will 
not have to compete with John ‘Mr. Smooth’ Hajny who among us all has the most 
natural writing talent.                RL

“Yes, yes, enough talk about the exploitation of the peasants. 
Just call me “Satang” and drop your bhats into the cup!”

A 993 C4S and a Boxster at Fern Resort in Thailand. Both photos 
on this page courtesy of the author.
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“Is that your 944 torque tube or are you just glad to see 
me?!”  John Hajny and Tim O’Brien engineer a new way to 
press the bearings out of a 944 toque tube. Photo courtesy 
of John Hajny; Smart-aleck caption courtesy of the editor.
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THE NORTHERN SENTINEL 
By Bob Graham
  
A FACE IN THE CROWD
 

The hit movie Cars charmed 
and amused audiences with 
a dramatis personae of 

anthropomorphized machines, but long 
before	 that	 film’s	 debut	 people	 were	
investing their cars with sentient, even 
human characteristics.*
 
You know it as well as I do! We name 
them. We talk to them (“C’mon, Betsy, 
start!”). We feel remorse if we damage 
them. We shed tears when we part with 
a faithful servant/companion. Anyone 
who disclaims these reactions probably 
isn’t reading this.
 
So with all this anthropomorphizing, 
is anyone startled to discover that 
cars have facial features: eyes, noses, 
mouths, analogous to ours? That 
designers consciously create these 
faces? That our reactions to cars’ 
“faces”	influence	our	buying	decisions?	
Bear with me while I muse a bit on this 
(I hope) interesting topic!
 
By “face,” of course, I refer particularly 
to a vehicle’s frontal features: lights, 
grille(s), and, possibly, bumpers. It 
seems to me that automotive visages 
first	took	their	modern	form	in	the	late	
‘30s, when stylists began blending 
headlights into the leading edges of the 
fenders – previously, lights had been 
free-standing units mounted on each 
side of the hood. Along with adoption 
of pontoon-type fenders, the change 
provided the aspects recognizable 
today. Since then a generally vertical 
format has gradually given way to a 

more horizontal one: lamp units further 
apart, hoods and grilles wider and 
lower.
 
We might look at the “noble” German 
marques	 in	 terms	of	 this	evolution.	 In	
the early postwar period the Mercedes-
Benz grille still closely resembled a 
functioning radiator, right down to a 
faux cap crowned by the familiar star. 
Over the years that grille gradually 
became lower and wider, with less 
depth; today’s version is oblong, 
actually arrow-shaped, and a mere 
vestige of the radiator.
 
Distinctively styled lights have also 
figured	 heavily	 in	 the	Mercedes	 face.	
For years, M-B designers’ efforts to 
create	stylish	light	units	conflicted	with	
US headlight standards that mandated 
“sealed-beam” headlights not easily 
adaptable to their Leuchteinheiten; 
this	 conflict	 negatively	 impacted	 the	
appearance of “export” models, as did 
the	requirement	for	special	bumpers	to	
meet existing bumper standards. The 
liberalization of US headlight standards 
was a boon to designers if not to 
Consumers	Union,	which	quixotically	
continues to lament the demise of the 
sealed-beam.
 
The nose on the corporate face: BMW’s 
major traditional styling cue has been 
the so-called “twin-kidney grille.” 
Like Mercedes, the Bavarians have 
transformed this over the years from 
a vertical to a horizontal feature, and 
recently have invested it with subtle 
curvatures not evident in the original, 
elongated-oval form.

It seems only recently that BMW 
stylists have been much interested in 
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the lights-as-eyes aspect. The current 
5-Series appeared with light units that 
came in for criticism – likened by some 
to	 the	 winged	 briefly	 fashionable	 in	
the ‘50s. The British automotive press 
dubbed it the “Dame Edna” look, after 
a dowager character seen on BBC TV. 
But while the 5’s Chris Bangle-inspired 
face has been controversial, there is no 
doubt that is forceful. Have you ever 
had an M5, headlights blazing, rapidly 
grow in your rearview mirror? In cars 
and people, a strong face, even if not 
“pretty,” is preferable to a weak one.
 
Parenthetically, I am informed that car 
buyers in modern Mainland China are 
particularly interested in perceiving 
a face on a purchase prospect. 
Manufacturers ambitious to grow 
sales in that dramatically expanding 
marketplace must be extremely attuned 
to this. We are not likely to see a 
return to “eyeless”– and therefore 
expressionless – cars such as the Honda 
Accords and front-engined Porsches of 
the ‘80s.   
 
In its lack of a true, traditional grille, 
Porsche stands somewhat alone. 
Having cut its teeth with rear-mounted, 
air-cooled engines, it made sense that 
early Porsches had no grilles at all; 
with no need to work around an engine/
radiator, streamlining was facilitated in 
ways unavailable to more conventional 
competitors. While that grille-less look 
persists today on the Boxster, Cayman, 
911, and even on the upcoming, front-
engined Panamera sedan, the large, 
mouth-like air intakes beneath the 
bumper on these models are worth 
noting -- apertures that seem to be 
growing ever more prominent.

 On that note we conclude with a brief 
return to concerns of facial expression. 
The current BMW 3-Series received 
a recent – well, facelift. One of the 
changes involved the lower aperture; its 
shape was revised, changing the car’s 
face from what amounted to a frown 
into a smile: in iconography L to J!
 
I don’t know about you, but I’d rather 
own a car that grins back at me when I 
greet it in the morning. I do hope that 
you greet yours, and call him (or her) 
by name!
 
I hope to see everyone during the club 
event schedule, and in the meantime, 
Drive in Its Finest Form!!
 
* Actually, the characters in Cars had 
eyes mounted in their windshields, but 
I feel that the headlights are more valid 
counterparts.   RL
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Hack Mechanic in Action
By Brian Daley

In the last issue of the Redline Report 
I wrote about “The Building.” I 
didn’t always have indoor space to 

work on vehicles. In 1993 I added the 
attached two-car garage and addition to 
my house but prior to then all of my 
mechanical repairs and maintenance 
jobs were done on the ground and 
outside.  There’s nothing like trying 
to jack up a vehicle and make sure it’s 
safe to get under when the ground is 
soft and or wet. Using a creeper is out 
of	the	question	and	how	about	dropping	
a bolt, nut or washer in the grass. Boy, 
I miss those times…

Back in my VW days (circa 1973 - 
1980) I had the removal of a Beetle 
engine down to less than 30 minutes 
working alone. Four bolts, a couple of 
wires, lower the engine to the ground 
with a jack, then lift the rear of the car 
over the fan housing and push. It was 
a good idea to work on a level surface 
to avoid having the car coast away 
from you and hit something (it only 
happened once!). There was a VW 
recycler nearby so any parts I needed 
were available, cheap. All I had to do 
was tell him what I needed and he’d 
take	me	 to	 the	car	and	flip	 it	with	his	
modified	tractor	so	I	could	get	to	what	I	
needed. The front suspension assembly 
on the old Beetles was notorious for 
rusting out. It was bolted on with four 
bolts and included the shocks and 
wheel hubs. If access was easy it only 
took about 15 or 20 minutes to remove 
it. I think he charged me something 
like $40 for the whole assembly. It was 
essentially a half-day’s job to go get 
the “new” part, bring it home, remove 

the rusted out assembly and install the 
“new” one. Those Beetles were great!  

Having a garage also makes it easier 
in the mornings. Back in 1978 when 
I moved from Long Island to upstate 
New York I owned a 1971 VW Van. 
That winter the snowfall was legendary. 
As a kid from LI we didn’t get much 
snow, a few inches - maybe a foot 
and that was gone in a day or so, but 
in Erin, NY that winter the snowfalls 
were measured in feet not inches. I was 
logging back then and at 7am it was 
time to leave the comfort of my rented 
singlewide mobile home and head 
out to the woods. I only had the one 
vehicle (and NO money) and the van 
didn’t like to start on cold mornings.  I 
did my own oil changes (as I do now) 
so I always had used oil around. I’d 
take some old rags and put them in the 
metal container I used to drain the oil 
and covered them with used oil. I’d 
light them up, slide it under the oil pan 
and go back inside for another cup of 
coffee.   It worked every time. I don’t 
think I’d try that now though.

 I can remember doing brake jobs and 
tune ups in the driveway. Starting the 
project when the sun was shining and 
cursing the rest of the way through 
it as the rain poured down. When I 
first	 moved	 to	 Oswego,	 NY	 I	 rented	
a farmhouse on 35 acres that had a 
detached barn in the back. The barn 
floor	 was	 concrete	 and	 the	 structure	
was	 relatively	 new	 so	 I	 finally	 had	 a	
warm and dry place to work on cars out 
of	the	weather	for	the	first	time	since	I	
lived with my parents. Having access 
to that barn exposed me to the joys 
of	 indoor	 workspace.	 For	 five	 years	
I took advantage of it until I bought 
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my current home. At that time it had a 
detached	barn	with	a	dirt	floor	but	no	
garage - it took me about seven years 
to get the two-car attached garage that I 
have now built. Well, it took about three 
months to actually build the garage and 
addition, but it took about seven years 
before I could afford it. 

I can’t imagine not having one now - 
I’m	definitely	spoiled	these	days–	with	
heat, light, hot and cold running water, 
nice stereo, a computer connected to the 
internet and printer and a refrigerator 
full	 of	 cold	 beers	 and	 sodas.	 I	 find	
myself going out there just to hang 
out. This past weekend I brought the 
944S2 in there to check on a coolant 
leak (the radiator drain plus wasn’t 
tight enough) and see what I’ll have to 
remove to replace the gas tank. That 
job will have to wait until I get a lift. 
That may happen sooner rather than 
later, Dick Shea (944 Turbo owner & 
CNY PCA member) happens to have 
one he bought a few years ago but 
never installed. 

He made me a deal I couldn’t refuse!

“TRICKY RICKY” Plays It 
Straight and Brings Them 
All Home on Time – Almost! 
By Chuck Gladle

Our Winter Rally was a real hoot!  
First off, it was a beautiful, clear 
winter day.  Attendance was 

good for this time of the year and while 
Porsches were few and far between (all 

in hibernation, you know) the strange 
collection of machines that showed up 
had a fun day.  Our usual meeting place 
gave	us	the	planned	ability	to	find	gas,	
relief, coffee and some edibles.  We 
also discovered that Ithaca has yet to 
feel	the	effects	of	the	current	financial	
crisis, at least at the (overcrowded) 
Wegman’s grocery store.  

Following our drivers’ meeting it was 
drivers and navigators to your cars and 
drivers start your engines.  Rick put us 
to the test by getting us out of Ithaca, 
ASAP. He directed our non-Porsche 
wheels immediately to the somewhat 
distant countryside, past farms and 
streams, through villages and above 
Cayuga Lake. Great job Rick!
 
The	 finish	 was	 something	 else!	 	 The	
top	five	cars	all	finished	the	rally	with	
truly amazing times.  Our hats are 
off	 to	 our	winners	who	finished	mere	
seconds	off	Rick’s	official	 time.	 	Way	
to	go	Danielle	and	Mike!		The	official	
finishing	order	was:

1.    Danielle Salley & Mike Daily
2.    Donna and Art Peck
3.    Lin and Ed Hurd 
4.    John Hajny and Tim O’Brien
5.    Joyce and Chuck Gladle
6.    Ronnie & Uwe Augenreich
7.    Mary and Mike Darminio 
8.    Burt Markowitz and Ed Schulman
9.    Peg and Bill Kohnke with new
          members Sue and Colin Penny
10.  Linda & Wayne Kunkel

As tradition would have it, we ended at 
Rick and JoAnn’s new home for snacks, 
pizza, chicken wings, beverages and 
the other great driving event of the day-
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-the	Daytona	500.		This	first	Sprint	Cup	
race of the season is always exciting 
but even more so now as a number of 
our region’s members are participating 
in ESPN’s NASCAR CHALLENGE** 
point game.  There was lots of cheering 
and heckling of drivers as we all 
enjoyed the party.

Once again we owe a GREAT BIG 
THANKS to the Holts for their time 
and effort in hosting this fun event.  

**for information on participating 
in this game, contact Wayne Kunkel 
at lotusrpv@aol.com.  It’s fun and 
easy!!!    RL

The Central New York Winter 
Rally, A Different View
By Wayne Kunkel

So, Sunday, Feb 15th, was one of 
the nicer winter days in CNY. 
The CNY PCA chapter met in 

the K-Mart parking lot in Ithaca for the 
annual winter rally. The main comment 
was about how nice the weather was 
versus other years with blizzards, ice 
storms, lake effect snowstorms, cold 
rain, or who knows which plague. 
 
Rally Master Rick told us at the drivers’ 
meeting that the rally should take an 
hour to no more than hour and a half. I 
knew from the last several years it was 
an accurate prediction. Meanwhile, 
we all congregated in a circle to keep 
warm, while telling each other how 
nice the weather was that day.

With wife Linda navigating and 
moi driving, we were car #5 to start. 
About 15 minutes into the rally car # 6 
(“Chuckles” and “Chucklette”) is on my 
ass. I let him pass. Not sure he and the 
Prez have ever won lately. My wife and 
I won 2 years ago. We are driving the 
A-8 with snow tires, but I have checked 
the odometer and it is almost dead on. 
 
Rally Master Rick had 5 cars waiting 
at one of the waterfalls last year... 
something was evil in his plan. Little 
did I know what he had planned for 
this route! We did not come near those 
falls this time as Rick wanted to tour 
southern Tompkins County this year. 
 
So the roads were clear, but as we 
were on these back roads of Ithaca 
(Tompkins County), the dried dirt 
and cinders from the salt trucks were 
being kicked up like we were in Death 
Valley. This was fun to watch as you 
went around a switchback at speed. 
Actually, Pikes Peak switchbacks 
came to mind, but I failed to take any 
pictures of this exciting dirt kicking 
action as it would have slowed us up. 
 
We are doing great when we see 
a road sign go from Legge Hill to 
Legg Hill and back to Legge Hill. We 
were	 supposed	 to	 find	 the	E.	We	 did,	
obviously. So Legge Hill, when you 
gain the E, keeps going straight or you 
can take a right. We sat there for a few 
minutes trying to make the right choice. 
We did not.  We went straight then left 
at every T until Vestal. Fortunately all 
the T intersections got us back to where 
Legge Hill started.

We saw another PCA Rally car going 
up the hill. It was Bill Kohnke and his 
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hardy crew of 12 map consultants turning up Foote Road!  We (I) decided to 
backtrack even further, however, making us hopelessly late.  Actually this was 
a	pretense	for	me	to	find	a	remote	section	of	roadway	to	relieve	myself	of	a	pot	
of coffee and two diet cokes. Any idea how full your bladder can be on a long 
rally?

I realized our mistake as we got to the top of Foote Hill and decided to put the 
hammer down to make up time. We did look like an A-8 on Pikes Pike with all the 
resultant	dust	flying.	We	got	out	on	the	main	road	and	were	blowing	past	people	to	
get to the end checkpoint. As we came up on the last stop sign I saw Rally Master 
Rick get out of his truck with his stopwatch.

“Are there any other cars out?” 
“Nope.”
“So we are the last car?”
“Yep.”

They had already started the pizza and wings by the time we checked in and got to 
Rick’s	house.	As	a	very	competitive	person	I	am	always	looking	for	a	new	plaque	
for	the	office.	This	year	we	had	humble	pie	with	the	pizza,	but	Linda	and	I	agreed	
we had the most fun ever. DEAD LAST.              RL

The author puts a “Vulcan Neck Pinch” on the driver of car 
#6 to repay being passed! Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel. 
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Business Card Bulletin Board
Your card here attracts our members and many lurkers 
on our web site. Best of all, our fees are very reasonable!
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From our friends and sponsors...
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Zone 1 and National News

30th Anniversary 

Zone 1 Concours d’Elegance & Rally
May 15, 16, & 17, 2009

On May 15-17, 2009, the Northern New Jersey Region will host the 
special 30th	Anniversary	Zone	1	Charity	Concours	and	Rally	at	the	Hilton	
Hotel in Parsippany, NJ. The weekend activities will include a Rally 
through the historic New Jersey countryside, a full and peoples’ choice 
Concours d’Elegance, and a swap meet and vendor sales. On Saturday 
evening we will enjoy a cocktail reception and buffet dinner with guest 
speaker.	The	 net	 proceeds	 of	 the	weekend	will	 benefit	 Paul	Newman’s	
Hole in the Wall Gang Camp for seriously ill children.

The 30th Annual	 Zone	 1	Concours	will	 include	 two	 categories	 –a	 fully	
judged Concours (no undercarriages, but wheel wells and engines are 
included), and a peoples’ choice car show for “wash & shine” and historic 
cars. Concours preparation will be on Saturday at the host hotel. Washing 
facilities will be available on site along with a secure parking coral on 
Friday and Saturday evening. The judged event will also be at the host 
hotel. Final placement of cars will begin promptly at 8:00 am on Sunday 
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with judging beginning promptly at 10:30 am and awards presentation at 
2:00	pm.	If	you	have	any	concours	questions,	contact	Ben	Rasmussen	at	
908-561-0796 or Hank Menkes at 973-227-7615 or email concours@nnjr-
pca.com.	The	Zone	1	concours	chair	is	Daniel	Deegan	at	585-729-7435	or	
email heis968@yahoo.com.

The 12th Annual	Zone	1	Rally	will	be	a	straightforward	time/speed/distance	
event designed to challenge the competitors’ ability to drive and navigate. 
The rally will start at the host hotel on Saturday at 12:31 pm, will be 
about two hours long, and will be demanding for both novices and the 
experienced teams. There will be two separate classes based on experience. 
Both	classes	will	run	unequipped,	meaning	only	single	memory	hand-held	
calculators will be allowed, plus stock odometers. All roads are paved so 
rally cars can participate in the concours the next day. There will be a 
Novice	meeting	at	11:00	am	and	a	Drivers’	meeting	at	12:00	pm.	The	first	
car off will be at 12:31 pm. Rally awards will be presented at the Saturday 
evening dinner. Questions about the rally, contact Bob Michaelson at 973-
492-2014 or email cupcar@optonline.net. 

As	a	special	feature	in	recognition	of	the	historic	significance	of	this	year’s	
event, as was done in the past, we will hold an old fashioned swap meet and 
vendor sale on Saturday in the hotel parking lot. Spaces will be available 
at a moderate cost. This is a great opportunity to do some spring-cleaning 
and	redistribution	of	those	recent	Hershey	acquisitions.
 

The host hotel for the weekend will be the Parsippany Hilton Hotel. 
Participants who wish to stay at the hotel should make their own reservations 
by calling the hotel directly at 973-267-7373 and asking for the Porsche 
Club rate of $109/night or by going on-line to: http://www.hilton.com/en/hi/
groups/personalized/EWRPHHF-ZCO-20090515/index.jhtml. 

Register	 for	 the	 2009	 Zone	 1	 Concours	 and	 Rally	 by	 completing	 the	
attached	registration	form.	Confirmation	will	be	provided	by	e-mail.

Registration Application – Concours, Rally, Swap Meet
Please print clearly

Concours Entrant/ Rally Driver:___________________________________ 
Region_________________    Address_________________________________ 
City________________________	State______			Zip_____________	
Phone_________________________ E-mail____________________________ 
Car Model_______________________________ Year_______ 
Color_________________________ Body Style_________________________   
License# ______________________________________________ 
Concours Co-entrant/ Rally Navigator: _________________________________ 
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We are entering the following events: (Check all that apply) Number     Dollars 
(US Funds) 
 Concours Only - $30/car ($40 after May 1st):                ______     $______ 
 Full  Peoples’Choice 
 Rally Only - $30/car ($40 after May 1st):             ______     $______ 
 Experienced  Novice (5 or more rallies) (fewer than 5 rallies) 
 Concours & Rally Combination $50/car ($60 after May 1st) 

           ______     $______ 
 Swap Meet/Vendor Space - $20/space              ______     $______ 
 Saturday evening Buffet Dinner - $45/person             ______     $______ 

Please make check payable to Zone 1 PCA   Total $ ______ 

Mail checks and registration to: Zone 1 PCA, Ben Rasmussen, 375 North Dr, 
Suite C8, North Plainfield, NJ, 07060. Contact Ben at concours@nnjr-pca.
com or at 908-561-0796. 

2009 Zone 1 Concours and Rally Schedule of Events
Hilton Hotel, Parsippany, NJ

May 15-17, 2009

FRIDAY, MAY 15th 
5:00 pm – 9:00 pm  Registration Opens – Hospitality Room 
9:00 pm – 11:00 pm  Hospitality Reception 
7:00 pm – 7:00 am  Security Corral – Hotel Parking Lot 

SATURDAY, MAY 16th 
8:00 am – 4:00 pm  Registration – Hotel Lobby / Outdoor Pavilion 
8:00 am – 5:00 pm  Concours Prep – Hotel Parking Lot 
9:00 am – 4:00 pm  Swap Meet and Vendor Sales – Hotel Parking Lot 
11:00 am – 12:00 pm  Rally Meeting for Novices 
12:00 pm – 12:20 pm  Drivers Meeting 
12:31 pm – 3:00 pm  Rally– Start at Hilton Hotel 
7:00 pm – 8:00 pm  Cocktail Reception and Auto Art Show 
8:00 pm –   Buffet Dinner and Rally Awards 
5:00 pm – 7:00 am  Security Corral – Parking Lot 

SUNDAY, MAY 18th 
8:00 am – 10: 00 am  Staging & Concours Prep – Hotel Parking Lot 
10:30 am – 1:00 pm  Concours Judging 
2:00 pm –   Concours Awards Presentation – Hotel Pavilion
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BRIAN P DALEY, RFC
89 GRANT AVENUE
AUBURN
BrianDaley@allstate.com

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications.  Discount amount may be
lower.Allstate Property and Casualty Insurance Company:  Northbrook, IL.  © 2007 Allstate Insurance Company

Insure your home & car with
Allstate, and I can help you save
on both policies. Call me today.

866-232-7664
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Zone 1 48 Hours of Watkins Glen
June 19-21, 2009
North America is fortunate to have a road course like 
Watkins Glen International. The facility is the continuation 
of a road racing tradition dating back to 1948, when sports 
cars raced on the 6.6-mile course through the village of 
Watkins Glen . The permanent road course was built in 
1956 and has been continually upgraded since that time, 
now hosting NASCAR, GrandAm, IndyCar, HSR, SVRA 
and	PCA	events.	The	Zone	1	48	Hours	at	Watkins	Glen	

is not only a driving event, one of the longest running Driver Ed events in PCA, 
it	is	also	a	social	event,	bringing	together	members	from	the	Zone	and	beyond.

The driver education event will consist of nearly two hours per day at speed for 
each	 entrant	 on	 Saturday	 and	 Sunday.	 Friday	 is	 our	 annual	 Zone	 1	 Instructor	
Day, including PCA National Instructor Training. This year, the entry fee 
will include a Saturday evening reception at the Glen Club at the foot of the 
ìesses.î The cost of the event is $250 per entrant. Online registration will be 
handled by http://clubregistration.net and Paypal remittances. Registration 
opens on April 15 and closes May 15. It is sure to be a sell-out again this 
year! More details can be found at http://zone1.pca.org after April 1st.

After your registration fee is paid and your application is accepted, you will 
receive	 a	 confirmation	 email	 with	 additional	 information	 and	 requirements.	
Please	 read	 the	 email	 and	 make	 sure	 that	 you	 follow	 all	 the	 requirements	
contained in the registration package, including a pre-event technical inspection.
If	 you	 have	 a	 Zone	 1	 Voucher,	 complete	 the	 registration	 and	 make	 your	
Paypal	 payment.	 Upon	 acceptance,	 send	 your	 Zone	 1	 Voucher	 to	 the	
registrar and you will receive a credit for the amount of the voucher.
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“Register for Parade ‐ 101”
54th Porsche Parade

Keystone. CO. June 29th – July 4th, 2009

While talking with some of our PCA members during the regional Holiday parties, 
it occurred to Kathleen Lennon and I that some of you really didn’t have a good 
idea of what registering for the Porsche Parade is all about. We thought we should 
take a moment to explain just how the process goes. Here are some of the basics 
for you to think about:

When	you	register	for	Parade	2009	online,	you	must	first	have	access	to	the	PCA	
National website. Some of you may already have access to www.pca.org and have 
a password set up for its access. For those of you who do not, please contact Vu 
Nguyen, PCA Executive Director at vun@pca.org He will assist you in gaining 
access to the National site, where you will be registering for our 2009 Porsche 
Parade.

Have a copy of the 2009 Porsche Parade’s full schedule of events at hand. It will 
help	you	when	you	are	in	the	registration	process,	and	you	can	find	the	full	Parade	
schedule on www.porscheparade2009.com . It will list the four major competitive 
Events,	Special	Activities	and	Banquets,	plus	all	 their	dates	and	times	for	your	
convenient selection. The Parade registration process will take you approximately 
30 minutes on line.

The 54th Porsche Parade registration fee is $165.00, and covers basic admittance 
to the Parade for the entrant, a co‐entrant, and one car. The co‐entrant may be 
an	unaffiliated	PCA	member,	but	must	 share	 the	 same	car	with	 an	entrant.	An	
exception applies if the registered Porsche is not legal for street use, in which case 
a second Porsche may be registered for use in the TSD rally only.

Beginning with the 54th Parade, we have lowered the registration fee, but will 
be charging entrants additional fees for the four major competitive events, if you 
choose to enter any or all: Concours ‐ $20 per car; Autocross ‐ $20 per driver; 
TSD Rally ‐ $10 per car; and Tech Quiz ‐ $10 per person.

Additional	 fees	apply	 for	banquet/meal	 tickets	and	 for	 selected	other	activities	
such as the spectacular driving tours, golf tournament, 5K walk/run and some 
Parade kids’ activities.

There are three ways to register for the Colorado Parade and all its 
activities:

The fastest, easiest way to register is online at •	 www.pca.org  Before 
you can do that, you must be a registered user on the PCA website, 
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as I have stated above. If you aren’t already registered, please do that 
now so you are ready to go at Registration time. If you are already 
registered, please make sure your information is up to date. NOTE: If 
you are not comfortable using the online method of registering, please 
go to the Colorado Parade site directly at www.porscheparade2009.com 
to download the registration form. Fill it in and mail it on or after March 
3, 2009.

If you do not have Internet access, call Kathleen Lennon, Parade •	
Registrar, at 719‐487‐2842 or 719‐330‐1525	 and	 request	 that	 a	 paper	
registration	form	be	mailed	to	you.	Requests	for	paper	registration	forms	
will be accepted beginning February 14th.

Mailed registrations and online registrations will be treated alike. There is •	
no advantage to registering either way, beyond your own convenience.

As in the past, there is no early registration. The online registration site will be 
available starting Tuesday, March 3rd. All online registrations submitted on 
March 3rd, 4th, or 5th will	be	treated	equally	as	first	day	registration	and	paper	
registrations postmarked the same days. Paper entries received with an earlier 
postmark	will	 be	 rejected.	There	 is	 no	 rush	 to	 register	 on	 a	 single	first	 day	 as	
in past Parades. You may also register later but your options may be somewhat 
limited.

As you can see, Parade registration has it rules, as do many regional events we 
all register for. If you are still confused or simply worried you won’t do it right, 
please feel free to call Kathleen Lennon. She will hold your hand through the 
process prior to our actual registration dates.

Kathleen and I hope these hints and things to think about will help you with 
your registration for the 2009 Parade. Once you are registered, you will receive 
a	confirmation	of	registration	from	the	registrar	and	the	Parade	code	to	help	you	
with your selection of Keystone Parade lodging. Whether you choose a hotel or 
a condominium, you will need this Parade access code to obtain the Parade rates. 
Check our regional Parade website for a lodging map of the Keystone area www.
porscheparade2009.com 

Walt	and	I	will	also	be	available	to	answer	any	Parade	questions	you	may	have.	
Our e‐mail is katfricke@msn.com or call 303‐499‐6540.

Welcome to the registration process for the 2009 Porsche Parade.
Kathleen Lennon ‐ Parade Registrar
Kathy and Walt Fricke ‐ Parade Chairs
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24th Annual Zone One Autocross
  Aug.29-30, 2009 Moore Airfield Ft. Devens Ayer MA

           

The Event
Two-day event.  New course each day; Parade Competition Rules (PCRs) 
are used for classifying & trophies. Men’s & Women’s parallel classes; 
Must compete both days to trophy; Team Challenge for All PCA Regions; 
Registration opens 8 AM sharp; First car off approx 9:15 AM; Porsche 
cars only; Dinner on Saturday night after the event.

Cost
$60/person early bird-registration until 8/15/09 $85/person after 8/15/09 
or at event Amounts are for one or two days; Maximum 2 drivers per car 
per class; Dates refer to postmark.

Host Hotel
Springhill Suites by Marriot (http://devenscommoncenter.com)
31 Andrews Parkway
Devens, MA
Phone: 978 772 3030
Rate: $129/night + tax
Refer to Code: “AXPC” for group rate

You must book bY 7/28/09 for group rate!!!

event ContaCts
Zone 1 Autocross Chair: Don Coburn

(516) 804-2562 autoxerpca@aol.com

Zone 1 Registrar: Lin Hurd
(607)-564-7517 before 9pm EST linhurd@hughes.net 
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2009 Zone 1 Autocross Registration Form 
Registration Opens June 1st

Links to the PCRs and other event info will be posted on the Zone 1 
website - http://zone1.pca.org/

Entrant: __________________________ (Car #         )
Model/year: __________________________________
Co-entrant: _______________________ (Car #          ) 
PCR class: __________________________________
Address: __________________________________ 
Sat. Dinner: $45/person x ____ persons = $ ________
City/State/Zip	______________________________	
AX Fee paid $_____ x _____ entrants = $ __________
Phone (eve): ________________________________                       
Total Amount Enclosed: $ __________
E-mail: LEGIBLE PLEASE!______________________________ 
PCA Region: _________________________________  
Checks	payable	to:	Zone	1	PCA	(US	Funds	Only)

Mail to: Lin Hurd 151 Vankirk Rd. Newfield, NY 14867
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SEPTEMBER 11-13, 2009

Includes Friday Grand Prix Festival in the Village and fireworks!  
www.grandprixfestival.com

Niagara Region
Porsche Club of America

2009 U.S. Vintage Grand Prix at 
Watkins Glen

Hospitality Package

Only $70 per person Includes
Friday Grand Prix Festival in the Village•	
Saturday Vintage Auto Auction at the Track•	
Saturday & Sunday Hospitality Package at •	
the Track During the Vintage Races

       Hospitality Package Includes:
Weekend General Admission 
Preferred Porsche Corral Parking 
Track-side Hospitality Tent Access 
Snacks & Drinks All Day Sat/Sun 
Catered Lunch Sat/Sun 
Paced Laps On The Track In Your Own Car 
Children 12 And Under FREE With Paid Adult 

Registration at www.clubregistration.net 
Email questions to president@niagarapca.org

Support our Sponsor:
EyeSite Opticians, Penfield, NY  www.eyesite-ny.com

Featuring the Porsche Design line of eyewear.
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Porsche Escape
October 1-4, 2009 (Thursday- Sunday)

Basic Registration Fee: $80.00/1+1; $60/1
Tours: $10.00/each
Meals: $9-$45/pp-Adult
Show&Shine: $25/pc w/2 Adults pc; $5spectators
Complete Registration information available soon at www.ovrpca.org.

Location:
Escape Headquarters:
Dayton Crowne Plaza Hotel
33 East 5th St. Dayton 45402 in the Downtown Business & Entertainment District

List of Events & Tours
Thursday
6:00am - 9:00pm/Car Wash Area open/closes   
9:00am - 5:00pm/Registration & Hospitality @ Crowne Plaza Hotel
Tours:
Covered Bridge (East and/or West)  Tour
Combined Covered Bridge, Yellow Springs, Frank Lloyd Wright House,
				Springfield	Tour
Road Warrior Tour
6:00 - 9:00pm/Escape Social at White Allen Porsche

Friday:
6:00am - 9:00pm/Car Wash Area open/closes 
9:00am - 5:00pm/Registration & Hospitality @ Crowne Plaza Hotel
Tours:
9:00 am and 10:00 am (choice) NMUSAF Behind the Scenes tours
10:00 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm and 4:00 pm Hawthorn Hill (space limited)
11:00 am-5:00 pm Wright B Flyer Flights
Covered Bridge (East and/or West)
Combined Covered Bridge, Yellow Springs, Frank Lloyd Wright House,
				Springfield
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Road Warrior Tour
7:00pm-11:00pm/Escape Welcome Party @ Packard Museum 

Saturday:
6:00am - 9:00pm/Car Wash Area open
11:00am –1:00 pm Cruise In & Lunch at Quaker Steak & Lube
Tours:
8:00 – 10:00 am Aviation Trail start times
Covered Bridge (East and/or West)
Road Warrior Tour
Afternoon open to explore NMUSAF
7:00 pm -Midnight Escape	Banquet	at	Taj	Ma	Garaj	Museum

Sunday:
6:00am-3:00pm/Car Wash area open/closes
6:00am/Carillon Park opens for Escape Registered Show & Shine staging
9:00am-5:00pm/Carillon Park on-site attractions opens/closes
9:00-11:30 am/Escape Registered Show & Shine
11:30am-Noon/Escape Show & Shine vote tally
Noon-12:30pm/Escape Show & Shine Awards Ceremony
12:30-1:00pm/Escape 2009 Closing remarks

No tours scheduled for Sunday

Tours Available:
Covered Bridge Tour (West and/or East)
Road Warrior Tour  (combination covered bridge/scenic)
Combined Covered Bridge, Yellow Springs and Frank Lloyd Wright house-
				Springfield	OH	Tour
Hawthorn Hill (Wright homestead) (Fri.)    
National Museum of the United States Air Force Behind the Scenes Tour (Fri.)
   (Experimental & Presidential Aircraft Tour)
Wright-B Reproduction Flyer Flights (Fri.)
 Aviation Trail Tour includes:
    Wright-Dunbar Interpretive Center & Aviation Trail Visitor Center
    Aviation Trail Parachute Museum
    The Wright Cycle Company
    The Wright Memorial
    Huffman Prairie Flying Field Interpretive Center

All tours on Saturday will conclude at the National Museum of the United States 
Air Force (NMUSAF).  Individuals will have approximately 4-5 hours of free 
time to visit the NMUSAF.  It takes an average of 2-3 days to see everything in the 
NMUSAF. Food and beverages are available at the NMUSAF. A well-stocked gift 
store of clothing, models, books, etc. is located at the NMUSAF. Proceeds from 
all NMUSAF tours will be donated to the NMUSAF Foundation.
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Location:
Escape Headquarters at the Dayton Crowne Plaza Hotel
Located at 33 East 5th St. Dayton 45402 in the Downtown Business & Entertainment 
District
Costs:
Standard Rates are: $159.00-$179.00
Escape rate: $94.00 + taxes; includes full breakfast daily for each registered guest
Complimentary: Secure garage parking with special Escape areas for car wash.
Amenities:
Quality facilities, King Rooms and two Double bed rooms. All rooms offer free 
high speed wireless internet access, coffeemakers, cable TV, in-room movies, CD 
players, hairdryers, telephones with dataports, voicemail, complimentary local/800 
calls.  24-hr. Fitness Center, Indoor/Outdoor Pool & Sauna. On-site Stars rooftop 
restaurant and lounge with local entertainers.  24-hr. Business Center

Venue FYI:
America’s Packard Museum:
420 S. Ludlow Street, Dayton

World’s only restored Packard Dealership operating as a museum.  Founded •	
in 1992 & located in original Packard Dealership Building built in 1917.
Dedicated exclusively to the Packard Motor Car Company, products & •	
philosophies.
January ’98 edition of •	 Car Collector magazine named museum “Top Ten 
Museums in US”.
In ’04 Society of Automotive Historians conferred Bradley Award for •	
exemplary efforts preserving “Motor Vehicle Resource Materials”.

For more information: www.americaspackardmuseum.org
The Taj Ma Garaj Museum:
300 S. Perry Street, Dayton OH

A personally assembled collection of Porsches and memorabilia in 20, 000 •	
square	feet	of	climate	controlled	automotive	floor	display.		
Walls	adorned	with	gallery	quality	marquee,	 racing	&	advertising	Porsche	•	
art.  
Collection dates from 1949 to 2008, covering pre-A 356 to Carrera GT•	

For more information:  www.tajmagaraj.com
Carillon Park:
1000 Carillon Blvd., Dayton

Historical 65-acre campus with 25 exhibit building showcasing Dayton’s •	
creative legacy & inventions.
Transportation Center Museum.•	
Original 1905 Wright Flyer III, the only airplane designated a National •	
Historic Landmark.

For more information:  www.daytonhistory.org
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“SWEET” SUCCESS AT 
WINTER TECH SESSION 
By Joyce Gladle

So, Saturday morning, March 
7, Chuck and I are tooling 
along pleasant country roads 

east of Route 81 following the 
Redline directions to Beth and Mitch 
VanNordstrand’s garage for CNY’s 
first	Tech	Session	of	the	year.		Passing	
the given markers, we turn south and 
drive along pretty DeRuyter Reservoir.  
It was then that the typical “rally 
doubt” kicked in.  Were we on the right 
route?  Just about then we see it, a 
familiar shape, in bright yellow! As we 
approach	we	 realize—this	 is	 the	 final	
marker—a fully race prepared, 1973 
Porsche 911!!  Yes!  This is the place!!

We made our way to Mitch’s “garage” 
or as Beth calls it, “The Taj Mahal.”  
People were already gathering, 
chatting and checking out the facility, 
the cars, and the memorabilia--all 
very interesting.  Along with Mitch’s 
1976 911 “00” race car, were his 356 
Speedster, 914-6, 2006 GT3 and 1985 
Carrera Targa street car.

Also on display for our viewing 
pleasure was Bob Chevako’s recently 
resurrected, in “as is” condition, 1951 
356 bent-window coupe, which in 
its most recent life was prepared as a 
racecar.  While this Porsche needed a 
lot of work, it was a pleasure to see.  I 
doubt that many in attendance have ever 
seen such an early Porsche.  We were 
interested to see this car’s restoration.  
Other “eye candy” included Butch 
VanNordstrand’s Outlaw Sprint 
Car, a 1948 Morgan, and several 

motorcycles.
After catching up with our friend’s 
winter activities, we got down to the 
business of the day.  Rick Dobush, 
proprietor of A&D Automotive 
(sometimes know as “The Bavarian 
Rocket Scientists”) and Hudson 
Champlain Region Past President, Past 
Track Chair, etc., gave a presentation on 
the early development of diagnostics in 
911 cars.  Rick then demonstrated the 
various uses of diagnostic technology 
on Mitch’s 1985 Carrera.  With the 911 
on a lift, attendees were able to observe 
the process from close proximity. 

As lunchtime approached, the good 
folks from Dinosaur Bar and Grill 
arrived with the goodies.  A favorite 
haunt of Beth’s and Mitch’s, they 
made the lunch arrangements for us in 
return for a donation to the local Food 
Bank.  Through the generosity of the 
attendees, $640 was raised for this 
deserving charity.  Mitch commented 
that last year’s donation was met with 
great appreciation and thanks.  Times 
are tough and the shelves at the Food 
Bank were practically empty.  We know 
that this year’s donation will be put to 
the same very good use.

After lunch Rick concluded his 
demonstrations	and	opened	the	floor	for	
questions.	 	This	 format	 is	 particularly	
appealing to our members as they can 
get very close to the action, get under 
and around the car and see exactly what 
is going on and how things are done.  
The lift, especially, provided a great 
opportunity to see the usually hidden 
side of a Porsche.

At the end of the program, Beth and 
Mitch were kind enough to take all 
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JOHN HAJNY SCORES BIG AT TECH SESSION 
By Chuck Gladle

On Saturday, April 4, 35 members and 3 prospective members attended the 
Redline Rennsport Services CNY Tech Session in Vestal.  CNY members 
from Watertown to Pennsylvania checked out John’s shop and enjoyed 

pizza, desserts and beverages.

After opening comments by President Joyce Gladle and a commemorative 
presentation to John, everyone gathered around for some tech talk.  Joyce’s recent 
exciting announcement of CNY co-sponsoring a Drivers’ Education (DE) with 

who were interested on a tour of their Sugar Shack and state-of-the-art maple 
syrup making facility.  The sap was running and the process was underway.  It was 
very interesting and a “sweet” treat for our members.

On behalf of the 40+ CNY members in attendance, we send our most sincere 
thanks to Beth and Mitch and especially to Rick who traveled from the Albany area 
to make this presentation for CNY.  It was a fun, informative and very interesting 
day!!                 RL

Rick Dobush holds court at Mitch & Beth’s Tech Session in 
DeRuyter on March 7. Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski.
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Hudson Champlain Region on July 22 and 23 of this year, prompted John to 
concentrate	his	presentation	on	DE	preparation.		John	first	focused	on	what	areas	
of Porsches to check out prior to a DE.  He covered topics such as brakes, tires, 
tire pressures, wheel bearings and brake pads, explaining how to check them and 
what was acceptable and what was not and why each of these components is so 
important to the performance of the car and safety on the track.

John	then	moved	on	to	a	description	of	what	to	expect	on	your	first	day	at	the	track	
and	how	to	properly	approach	 the	event.	 	He	described	what	safety	equipment	
would	be	required,	such	as	helmet,	proper	shoes,	gloves,	belts,	etc.		John	carefully	
described the role of the Instructor.  He explained why communication between the 
Instructor and the student is so important and how maximizing that communication 
will	improve	driving	technique	and	greatly	improve	the	overall	experience.	
Next John outlined exactly what a day at the track would involve.  From arriving 
at the track, unloading your car, the drivers’ meeting, meeting your instructor, the 
first	run	group	on	the	track,	the	mental	process	and	some	very	good	information	
on how to approach and properly complete a corner at the track.

Questions abounded throughout the presentation.  There was great interest in the 
information provided.  Our members were very enthusiastic about using their 
newfound skills at the track.  The information John presented was very helpful to 
all in preparing for a fun and safe day at the track.

Once again we express our sincere thanks to John for his time and effort to make 
this Tech Session such a big success!    RL

John and the faithful gather at REDLINE Rennsport Services 
in Vestal, NY on April 4. Photo courtesy of Bill Noroski.
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THE SPIN DOES NOT STOP 
HERE By Chuck Gladle–CNY PCA 
Historian

The dictator - Adolph Hitler, the 
engineer - Dr. Ferdinand Porsche & 
the people’s car – the Volkswagen

A short time ago, wait a minute 
now.  I’m so old that could be 
years ago.  Well, as I said “some 

time ago” Joyce and I drove ALTBLAU 
for the annual drive-your-Porsche-356 
day commemorating the birthday of 
Ferdinand Porsche.  We went to a small 
regional airport near our home for a 
Sunday	morning	fly-in	breakfast.	 	We	
like this sort of thing as the planes were 
not the oldest relics in existence but 
they were far from modern.  

After we had a delicious breakfast I 
asked permission to put the 356 on the 
field	 next	 to	 a	 plane	 or	 two	 for	 some	
pictures.  Permission granted.  After 
moving our car a time or two we settled 
on a series of shots next to a bright 
yellow, late 1930’s, Steerman dual-
cockpit plane that had been restored to 
the nines.  

On completing the shoot we came off 
the	 field	 and	 a	 big	 SUV	 leaving	 the	
event stopped and the driver looked 
down and hollered that I was driving 
a	 NAZI	 car.	 This	 chap	 then	 added,	
“Porsche	was	a	NAZI	just	like	Hitler.”		
I was surprised to get that comment 
and for once the “cat had my tongue,” 
but not for long.  I opened the door and 
went up to his monster SUV and said 
that Ferdinand Porsche was not a Nazi.  
He	quickly	countered	that	he	was	and	
he knew that Porsche was a Nazi and 
that that was a fact.  I replied that he 
needed to do more research, because 

in making such stupid comments he 
would be thought of by many to be 
either an idiot or perhaps a just little off 
his rocker.  He became red faced and 
slowly began to drive away repeating 
once again that Porsche was a Nazi.

My voice rose as the distance grew 
and I asked him to come back and I 
would give him a lesson on 20th century 
German history right then and there!  
He just continued to drive away and 
that was that.  I don’t know how many 
others there that day got the gist of 
his comments, but some certainly did.  
I knew that a few of the more senior 
fly-boys	 that	were	 there	probably	saw	
action in WW II and I have to this day 
felt upset, regretting that there was 
no forum to set the record straight.  
Porsche was NOT a Nazi and, in fact, 
he was apolitical, caring nothing about 
the politics of the day in Germany or 
anywhere in the world.  He certainly 
was a narrow-minded engineer with 
blinders on, focusing only on his 
projects.  He was totally absorbed by 
the design and engineering work of his 
new company.  In fact of his family 
and close personal friends as well as 
members of his loyal staff in Stuttgart, 
absolutely no one at the Porsche Design 
Bureau had any direct Nazi party 
involvement	or	affiliation	mentioned	in	
all the volumes I have read. However 
the engineer and the dictator were on 
a common path that would put both of 
them on a course that ended at the same 
point. They became inexorably attached 
to one another on two very different 
challenges.  In fact, they needed one 
another to advance their common goals 
and it is this association, I might even 
say, strange friendship that put them on 
the same team in a bizarre relationship.  
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I will do my best to describe that 
situation as to how they came together 
and, of course, how it all unraveled 
with Hitler’s suicide, Germany’s defeat 
and surrender in May of 1945.

Only	 Hitler	 remembered	 their	 first	
meeting, as Porsche had nothing but 
disdain for bothersome “political 
personalities” in Germany in the mid 
1920s.  It was at a race event and on 
the starting grid prior to the start the 
usual promenade of personalities, both 
big and small, wandered along much 
as they do today at the F-1 races and 
other international auto racing venues.  
Automobiles in every sense of the 
word fascinated Hitler despite the fact 
that Hitler never learned to drive and 
was chauffeured his entire life.  He 
simply wanted to “hob-knob” with 
the drivers, owners, designers and the 
key players in auto racing which he 
believed to be a powerful propaganda 
plus for German technology and 
manufacturing superiority.  They were 
introduced and Hitler never forgot that 
moment of being in the presence of the 
reputed greatest automotive engineer 
and designer of the twentieth century.  
Porsche as he did so often let the 
incident go right over his head never to 
be remembered again.

Then by chance the dictator and the 
engineer came face to face in a meeting 
at the beginning of the Auto Union 
Grand Prix racecar project.  Much had 
changed from the meeting on the starting 
grid years before as by the time of their 
second meeting, Hitler was Chancellor 
of the Third Reich and Porsche was 
struggling in a new engineering design 
bureau. There was one need that Dr. 
Porsche	 could	 not	 always	 fulfill	 and	

that was the need for Deutschmarks.  
In the mean and meager years of the 
early	1930s	inflation	was	rampant	and	
his design bureau needed cash badly. 
Ultimately, his effort and that of his 
employees at the bureau working as 
independent engineers and designers 
under Porsche’s direction were credited 
with	numerous	automotive	firsts.		Yet	in	
the early 1930’s the German economy 
was still in dire straits and Porsche was 
not	in	a	strong	financial	position.		When	
an announcement that funds from the 
government would be made available 
to Mercedes-Benz for the advanced 
development of a world class Grand 
Prix car, fast action by shadow players 
helped to put a meeting together where 
the dictator and the engineer formed a 
bond.  They would go eyeball to eyeball 
on a plan to separate those monies that 
would support the Porsche rear engine 
designed Auto Union GP car.  Hitler’s 
fascination with Dr. Porsche and his 
brilliant life as an automotive genius 
played a major part in a sudden shift 
of priorities that would split the funds 
between Auto Union and Mercedes. 
All	 had	 been	 justified	 in	 supporting	
two manufacturers as for nearly eight 
years the Silver Arrows of Germany 
and their famous drivers dominated GP 
racing until the war put an end all to 
such activities in September of 1939.  
This of course was the beginning of a 
relationship that lasted until the virtual 
destruction of the German military 
machine and the suicide of Hitler in 
the infamous bunker below the Reich 
Chancellery in Berlin. The Auto Union 
rear engine V16 cylinder GP car 
showed its capabilities.

The Volks-Auto tale was a different 
story beginning when Hitler made a 
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speech in early 1934 stating, “Nations 
will no longer be rated by the miles 
of train tracks laid down but by the 
miles of modern roads and highways it 
has created.”  In that same speech he 
intimated that Germany must produce 
a car affordable by the average German 
worker, not the exclusive, high-end 
luxury cars intended only for the rich 
and elite of German society.  Henry 
Ford and his Model T fascinated Hitler 
and he had read the book of Ford’s life 
while in Landsburg Prison for the failed 
Putsch in Munich. Less then 12% of 
Germans owned and drove cars, a fact 
typical of many countries of Europe and 
indeed around the world.  Only the US, 
largely through Henry Ford’s Model T, 
could claim higher numbers. Porsche 
for years had been working on low-
end affordable cars with a number of 
manufacturers, so once again to realize 
his goal meant contact with the twisted 
world of National Socialist politics and 
Hitler, himself. Porsche, who already 
had a head start on design concepts for 
a people’s car needed funds that could 
bring his concept to reality and Hitler 
seized upon the idea and saw it as a 
political	power	play	that	would	benefit	
not only German people but the Nazi 
government, as well. A Volkswagen 
was for him an exciting thought and 
a political showcase with the object 
of showing German superiority and 
technical genius. Germany would build 
a massive factory to produce millions of 
Volkswagens.  Little did he know that 
ultimately over 22 million “beetles” 
would be built.

The project got underway and virtually 
all of the German automobile industry 
was dead set against it.  In short order 
Hitler saw to it that they would not 

resist or they just might be dead if they 
did. Mercedes-Benz hand-built 30 of 
the early prototype vehicles, referred to 
as the V 30 model, for test purposes. 
The madman, Hitler, and the politically 
absent-minded engineer now had the 
design model, the enthusiasm, and the 
money to proceed. As for the Beetle less 
then a thousand were built. In addition to 
the four-wheel drive Commander cars, 
the Kubelwagen and the Swimmwagen, 
nearly sixteen thousand vehicles in 
all were built during the war.  The 
factory was, however, fully involved 
in manufacturing and assembling V-1 
Rockets and thousands of Panzerfaust 
anti-tank weapons.  Numerous other 
parts and pieces of war materiel were 
also being produced in the factory, 
as well. There was the Tiger tank, 
the Tiger II, the Panther and the self 
propelled	120	MM	field	howitzer,	“the	
Ferdinand,” as well as the failed super 
tank monster, the Mause (mouse), that 
all came from the Porsche Design 
Bureau along with engineering and 
development successes of aero engines 
as well as numerous diesel and gas 
engine	 refinements	 in	 virtually	 every	
military piece of hardware.  During 
all this period in time the factory 
management and operations were 
indirectly under the direction of Dr. F. 
Porsche.

There are still in existence today 
numerous photos that show Porsche 
and Hitler together.  In 1938 near 
Fahlerslaben at the new factory town, 
named KDF Stadt, there was a ceremony 
in honor of a new giant scale factory. 
The laying of the cornerstone at the 
chosen factory site was a major event 
and dignitaries from all over Europe 
were in attendance.  Images clearly 
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show Dr. F. Porsche and son, Ferry with 
Hitler	 and	other	 top	Nazi	 official	 hob	
knobbing.  Again in 1941, when Hitler 
visited the factory they were together 
step for step inspecting the process as it 
neared completion. Similar photos and 
newsreels made at award presentations, 
the German national car show, tests, 
and the presentations of new military 
vehicles, both Porsche and Hitler are 
constantly seen together.  Add to this 
well-established relationship between 
the dictator and the engineer, it is a 
proven fact that the factory DID have 
slave labor, called “guest workers,” that 
toiled under harsh conditions. Porsche 
had no control over their being there 
as that was in the hands of the Reich 
government war materials production 
headed by arms minister Albert Speer.  
There are volumes written on this 
triangle of tragedy: the dictator, the 
engineer and a car and all the bad things 
that came after that.  However not once 
is there a picture of any member of the 
Porsche family wearing a Swastika 
armband.  Never have I seen a picture 
of a uniform of any kind worn by a 
Porsche.  I have never seen a Porsche 
raise his arm in the traditional Nazi 
salute.  No Porsche family member ever 
joined the Nazi party and for that fact I 
am indeed pleased.  Were they guilty of 
war crimes?  Were they opportunists in 
that they were by and large funded by 
the Government of the Third Reich? Or 
was it a fact that they were doing what 
they thought was their duty as good 
Germans. Even I can see the possibility 
of guilt to some degree.

Well the enemies were we!  I am 
speaking of the US and the Brits along 
with every country in the allied camp.  
So for someone who lost a father, older 

brother, an uncle or a friend in WWII 
on the ground, in the air, or on or under 
the sea, anti-German feelings may still 
be evident.  Perhaps this was the issue 
for the man in the. I might well try to 
understand those feelings.  I admit that I 
take this in a serious way, but the fact is 
that I indeed know from statistical fact 
and true history that the Porsche family 
was not Nazi party members.  Yes, 
their funding came from a dictator’s 
government and they were man to man 
very	close.	While	I	find	that	strange,	I	
think it understandable.  Was it a case 
of who was using whom or was the 
political naiveté evident from a man 
who was just an engineer and who saw 
only his work and nothing else?   Evil 
is for some is a very hard to see and for 
some even harder to understand. RL
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World Class Driving in Hawaii
By Tom & Terry Muniak

WARNING: This article is not about 
Porsches,	but	it	definitely	is	not	about	
Ramblers either  (No offense to all you 
Rambler people).

We recently returned from 
a vacation in Hawaii.  
Sun, Mai Tais, surf, Mai 

Tais, sand, Mai Tais, Ferraris, Mai 
Tais………Ferraris?!?!?!  This is 
where our vacation took an unexpected 
turn.  As our luck would have it, we 
were strolling around our resort on 
the Big Island of Hawaii one evening 
and… What before our wondering eyes 
should appear, but 6 shiny, exotic cars 
just waiting to be put in gear!!!  (Tom 
wants you all to know that Terry wrote 
this corny part)  Unbelievably, lined 
up before our eyes were a Ferrari 599 
GTB, a Lamborghini Gallardo LP 560, 
an Alfa Romeo C8, a Mercedes SLR 
McLaren, a Callaway C16 Corvette 
(Terry thought we were going to die 
in this one, but more on that later.) and 
last but not least, an Audi R8.

Tom thought he had won the lottery 
when he discovered an organization 
called “World Class Driving” was 
operating an event at our resort for the 
week and offering a chance to sign up 
and drive these beauties for the day 
(after	 promising	 them	 your	 first	 born	
and possibly a kidney).  Since this 
little adventure did not come cheap, 
we went to talk about this over a Mai 
Tai (or six…  did we mention Hawaii 
has Mai Tais??).  After doing some 
serious reasoning (cough) in our head 
(hey, our plane could crash on the way 
home, we’ll be in a nursing home soon, 

etc, etc.) we decided this would be an 
adventure of a lifetime, and we were 
right!

The big day started off with a meeting 
to discuss things such as, while the 
car can actually go 208 miles per 
hour, why this might not be the best 
idea on public roads, giving corners a 
wide berth due to the replacement cost 
of $3000.00 for a Ferrari wheel and 
getting a “bun” check to make sure 
you were not wearing jeans or other 
clothing with rivets that could damage 
the	“fine	leathers.”		We	found	it	funny	
that we actually received instructions 
that	 said,	 “the	 torque	 of	 these	 exotic	
cars is phenomenal, and therefore, you 
don’t need to stay in low gear.  You can 
be in 4th gear at 1000RPM and when 
you push the throttle down the car will 
still	fly.		If	you	do	not	understand	what	
this means please see your instructor.”  
I would think if you didn’t understand 
what this meant you probably should 
go snorkeling for the day.  We then 
received a schedule indicating the order 
in which we would drive each vehicle, 
as drivers would change vehicles 
approximately every 45 minutes in 
order to give experience in each of the 
six	cars.	 	The	“fleet”	travel	between	a	
lead car and a chase car gave plenty of 
room to stomp on it and time to clear 
away any wreckage that could result 
from pushing the throttle down in 1st or 
2nd gears!

Our	first	car	was	the	Ferrari	599	GTB	
Fiorano (You may as well start at the 
top!).  It had a 621 horsepower V12, 
3.7 sec to 60 mph time, and a top 
speed of 205 mph, although it felt as 
though it could go much faster.  This 
was	 definitely	 our	 favorite	 car,	 what	
a beauty  (Terry is still drooling over 
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this car and has decided she is going 
to start saving for one.  At $499,000 
it could take a while).  As you settled 
into the cockpit you were surrounded 
by leather that both looks gorgeous 
and smells expensive.  The car was 
equipped	with	all	the	latest	electronics	
including navigation and a Bose stereo, 
but we’re sure nothing could come out 
of the stereo sweeter than the sound 
of a Ferrari V12.  Tom always said 
he wanted to drive a car with a V12 
before he dies and while he isn’t in any 
particular hurry to earn his wings, he 
is	now	able	to	say	he	has	satisfied	that	
desire!

The	 599	 GTB	 was	 equipped	 with	 an	
F1 style “automatic” transmission 
with paddle shift.  This is not a typical 
“slush box” automatic. It is literally 
a manual gearbox where electro-
hydraulic servos depress the clutch and 
move the gear lever as you press the 
shift paddles.  What this means to the 
driver is extremly crisp, extremely fast 
shifts accompanied by seriously exotic 
engine sounds (Ask Terry about the 
knot on the back of her head obtained 
by having it slammed into the headrest 
by one of those “crisp” shifts!).  To 
say this car accelerates furiously is an 
understatement.  Punching the throttle 
at 3,000 RPM in second gear and 
then shifting to third at 7,500 RPM (a 
thousand RPM short of the eye popping 
8,500 redline) produces a rush that can 
legitimately be compared with a takeoff 
roll in a jet aircraft.  Unfortunately, the 
roads did not offer enough open space 
to see what could happen in third*.  
(*Note from Terry~thank God!!)

Our next car was the Alfa Romeo 
C8 Competizione.  It had a 450 
horsepower V8, a 4.2 sec to 60 mph 

time, and a top speed of 181 mph.  
This car was described as a $400,000 
maroon rocket, and it sure sounded 
like one.  The exhaust system was 
definitely	 not	 tuned	 with	 stealth	 in	
mind.  Downshifting produced “pop-
popping” sounds reminiscent of older, 
carbureted cars.  While it was highly 
entertaining, we imagine it could get 
old on a longer trip, but it was certainly 
the most extroverted of the bunch.  
The styling and performance of this 
car were good in their own right, but 
compared to the Ferrari it seemed a 
little bit of a letdown as evidenced by 
a later conversation, “…Yes, I believe 
having only 450 horsepower left the 
Alfa feeling a bit underpowered.”  And, 
yes, this statement was made with a 
straight face!

Our third car was the Callaway C16 
Corvette.  It had a 616 horsepower, 
supercharged V8, a 3.5 sec to 60 mph 
time, and a top speed of 200.  Terry 
was	 terrified	 in	 this	 car.	 	 When	 the	
supercharger kicked in it felt like you 
were blasting off in the space shuttle.  
The acceleration actually threw you 
back in your seat. This car was scary 
fast.  The literature was not kidding 
when it spoke of getting into a higher 
gear before booting the throttle.  
Punching	 the	 throttle	 in	 first	 gear	
could lead to spinning tires during the 
shift to second as the blower comes 
on line, even with the traction control 
engaged.  This, in fact, lead to rather 
unpleasant chatter emanating from the 
passenger seat*  (*Hey!!  I already had 
a concussion from the Ferrari.  What 
did you expect?).  The supercharged 
engine	had	 a	unique	whine	 (like	 a	 jet	
engine), rather than the rumble in the 
other	cars.		It	also	had	another	unique	
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feature, no door handles.  You just 
wave your hand over the door lip and 
it magically pops open.

After the Corvette, we all stopped for a 
nice lunch (not to mention Valium and 
Advil for the passenger) in a cool town 
called Hawi and exchanged driving 
stories.  The people on our “tour” 
were a fun group that reminded us 
very much of our Porsche club gang.  
After lunch, however, we returned to 
an Audi R8.  It had a 420 horsepower 
V8, all wheel drive, a 4.1 sec to 60 mph 
time, and a top speed of 187 mph.  The 
driving and handling characteristics 
of this car were more Porsche-like 
than	the	first	three	cars,	probably	from	
its mid-engine layout and German 
heritage.  Of all the cars, this is the one 
practical enough to be used as a daily 
driver.  While it did not have the wild 
sound and acceleration of the others, 
the handling felt more buttoned down 
on the narrow, twisty, Hawaiian roads.  
Audi plans to address the shortcoming 
of having “only” 420 horsepower by 
releasing a 525 HP V10 version of this 
car in 2010. So, owners will not need 
to worry about being passed by lesser 
cars after that!

Our	 fifth	 car	 was	 the	 Mercedes	 SLR	
McLaren.  It had a 617 horsepower, 
supercharged V8, a 3.8 sec to 60 mph 
timer, and a top speed of 208 mph.  This 
leg of the adventure included getting 
professional driving advice by “super 
car instructor” and former Ferrari 
racecar driver, Roland Linder  (We also 
suspect the company’s insurance carrier 
insisted on having a chaperone when 
customers drove this car to prevent 
them from wadding it up through 
indiscrete application of the throttle).  
Roland, who owned a super car driving 

school for years, calmly coached in 
his Belgian accent from the passenger 
seat of this car.  “Vee moost noot drop 
zee throttle oontil vee are in tird gear 
or vee vill boat be in big trooble!”  
He was there to make sure we got the 
most out of this incredible experience 
and he did a great job.  Incidentally, 
when Roland’s cell phone rings it is 
the sound of a roaring Ferrari engine.  
Unfortunately, the purpose of this car 
seems to have gotten lost somewhere 
in the development process.  Stunning 
looks?  Check.  Pseudo gull wing, 
scissor-opening doors?  Check.  Huge 
horsepower?  Check.  Huge price tag?  
Check.  Good driving position, steering 
feel and overall driving enjoyment?  
Not so much.  

And last, but certainly not least, was 
the Lamborghini Gallardo LP 560.  It 
had a 560 horsepower V10, all wheel 
drive, a 3.7 sec to 60 mph time, and a 
top speed of 202 mph.  This was our 
second favorite car.  Its styling was 
more exotic and “spaceship-like”than 
the others, which could either be a plus 
or a minus depending on your taste.  
However, the handling, engine power, 
steering feel and, of course, the sound 
were fantastic.  Because of its swoopy 
appearance,	 this	 car	 was	 definitely	
a head turner as we went screaming 
through the countryside and back to 
the resort.  This car also had the F1 
style transmission and while I am not 
a fan of “automatics”, the sounds this 
car makes when shifting are amazing.  
When dropping into a lower gear the 
computerized shifter actually blips the 
throttle while letting the clutch out, 
making great Italian engine sounds 
(Tom was wishing he had a tape 
recorder with him!).  It was a nice way 
to end an amazing day, although it was 
a bummer to hand over the keys.
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Afterwards, we received a nice gift bag and gathered at the resort cocktail lounge 
overlooking	the	ocean	and	had	a	toast.		One	look	around	the	lounge	confirmed	we	
were all going to have to have the smiles surgically removed from our faces!  Not 
to forsake our roots, we brought up the issue of the lack of a Porsche in the line-
up.  Apparently, they previously had a Porsche 911 GT3, however a gentleman 
crashed it driving 100+ miles per hour when he “accidentally” shifted from 5th to 
2nd gear!  This is the person who should have gone snorkeling.  [Okay, Kohnke, 
when did you visit Hawaii and not tell us?!  Ed.]

The	 style,	 sounds,	 feel,	 and	 smell	 of	 these	 cars	 were	 unquestionably	 exotic.		
However, after driving them all we cannot say our “lowly” Porsche gives up 
a	 significant	 amount	of	driving	pleasure.	 	The	balance,	 sounds,	grip,	 style	 and	
relative simplicity of the Porsche is exotic in its own right, although if someone 
were to drop off the 599 GTB in our driveway we wouldn’t put up too much of a 
fight!	If	anyone	would	like	to	see	photos	of	these	beautiful	cars	and	our	incredible	
day they can go to www.worldclassdriving.com/events_images The password is 
031809am

Finally, this organization travels around with these (and other) cars and should 
you ever get the chance to join them on an outing, it is WELL worth it.  How often 
do you get an opportunity to drive six of the coolest cars on the planet?  They are 
going to be in New Paltz, NY and Buffalo, NY in the next several months, so 
check their website if you’re interested.              RL

Despite the absence of an electric lipstick holder (sic), Terry 
finds the 599 GTB  appealing. Photo courtesy of Terry Muniak. 
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Editor’s note: Mark Francis 
graciously submitted the 
following article for the CNY 
members. It’s timely and may 
prove enticing to those looking 
for a change from their 914s 
and 944s.

Spec Boxster, the New 
944 By Mark Francis, Shenandoah 
and Potomac Region PCA

Racing is not a cheap hobby as a 
lot of us have found out the hard 
way.  Most racers are always 

searching for a compromise between 
speed, reliability, and a reasonable 
price.  Many club racers in the past 
have found that in the Porsche 944.  You 
could get a great handling, reliable, and 
reasonably	 quick	 (downright	 fast	 in	 a	
Turbo but can be expensive) club racer 
without emptying the savings account 
or selling off a kidney.  Another such 
Porsche	 is	 the	 first	 generation	 1997-
1999 986 2.5L Boxster.

Boxster Spec Racing has become very 
popular in Southern California starting 
in the Porsche Owner’s Club.  It has 
gotten so popular in recent years that 
our friends on the PCA Club Racing 
Rules Committee made the logical 
choice to adopt the class for 2009 in 
PCA Club Racing.  

There are many reasons why a Boxster 
makes a good racecar.  First, its mid-
engine layout makes it extremely 
neutral as far as handing goes.  The car is 
very forgiving at the limit and does not 
treat you harshly for making a mistake.  
Second, prices on the ‘97-‘99 Boxsters 
are extremely affordable.  Low mileage 
examples can be had for under $20K.  
If you are willing to roll the dice on a 

higher mileage car, those can he had 
in the $10K range, or less depending 
on overall condition.  On these cars, 
is does not matter what condition the 
interior or the convertible top are in, 
since you will be removing these items 
anyway.  If you haven’t driven one on 
the track, I highly recommend taking 
one for a spin.  You will need a hardtop 
and	 those	 are	 getting	 harder	 to	 find	
these days, so if you are considering 
one of these cars, start looking for a 
hardtop now.  

The Spec Boxster class has a very 
specific	 set	 of	 rules.	 	 You	 are	 only	
allowed to use certain approved parts 
to	make	modifications.		This	is	done	in	
the interest of keeping costs down and 
on making the racer the most important 
part	of	the	equation.		The	only	approved	
change to the shocks is to a Bilstein 
PSS9 or PSS10, with stock valving 
only.  The Bilstein PSS9 and PSS10 
are readily available at performance 
outlets throughout the country.  You are, 
however, allowed to change springs, 
but you are limited to a maximum rate 
of 450lb front and 500 lb rear.  Shock 
mounting locations must remain stock.  
Sway bars can be changed to one of the 
approved replacement upgrades.  

As far as engine and exhaust 
modifications,	you	are	limited	in	these	
areas as well.  No changes to the ECU 
or chips are allowed.  You must retain 
the stock exhaust manifolds, but the 
catalytic converters can be removed.  
All other exhaust components may be 
changed.  A center radiator like those 
available on the Boxster S is allowed.  

Transmissions must remain stock along 
with the differential.  Clutches and 
flywheels	 can	be	 changed	 to	one	of	 a	
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few approved units.  Wheels must be 17 only and in the correct Boxster offsets 
and	widths.		The	required	tire	is	a	Toyo	R888	at	the	series	required	sizes	of	225-
45-17 front and 255-40-17 rear.  Brakes must remain stock, though aftermarket 
one piece rotors are allowed.  

I will not bore you with a breakdown of the complete rules.  They can be found 
at www.boxsterspecracing.org.  If you are thinking of making the jump to Club 
Racing and like the feel of the newer Porsches, then a Spec Boxster is worth a 
look.  In the end you can have a relatively reasonably priced Porsche to race, in a 
class that places a premium on the racer.  Have fun and see you at the track.  

The finished product: A Spec Boxster ready 
for the track. Photos courtesy of the author. 
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Annual CNY Charity Auction 
By Cathie White

The annual charity auction event 
was held on Saturday March 28th 
and it was an enormous success!  

CNY members sure know how to rise 
to the occasion.  What with the country 
engaging in belt-tightening exercises, 
our group of forty attendees went 
well	 beyond	 our	 fiscal	 expectations	
for this year.  They even exceeded last 
year by several hundred dollars.  This 
year’s event raised $2,000 for the Lori 
Sullivan Memorial Endowment at 
Upstate Medical University.

We started our evening with delicious 
appetizers and socializing during the 
cocktail hour.  People perused the tables 
loaded with auction goodies.  Not all 
of	the	items	for	auction	could	fit	on	the	
tables; some were even hung up on the 
curtains and walls!  Some of the items 
were a fabulous Schwinn kid’s tricycle, 
an adorable Tinker Bell table and chairs, 
which by the way were auctioned off 
via a frenzy of bids by grandparents!  
This set the pace for the entire evening.  
Beautiful photos of Porsches, wine gift 
baskets, handmade crafts, car parts, gift 
certificates,	 jackets,	 posters,	 banners,	
books, jewelry and even cookies 
fetched great prices!  Of course it was 
Chuck Gladle and Mike Darminio who 
were the most entertaining items of the 
night.  They were such a fun pair and 
our group had the most excellent time 
bidding amongst one another.  They are 
the best auctioneers ever!

Just prior to our sit down dinner, our 
club president, Joyce Gladle conveyed 
some of the upcoming events planned 
for	 this	 year,	 like	 the	Zone	1	Porsche	
Clash Club Race at Watkins Glen.  

This is another great opportunity for 
people to enjoy meeting new friends 
and seeing old friends by volunteering 
to work at this event.  There are lots of 
perks too!  Please be sure to check out 
the web site for more info!

Thanks to the extreme generosity of 
our clubs members, we have helped to 
financially	 assist	 those	 families	 with	
children diagnosed with cancer, just 
like our honored dinner guests Patrick 
and Kathy Sullivan; Lori’s parents.  
According to this year’s update from 
Patrick, our contribution to the Lori 
Sullivan Memorial Endowment may 
allow a parent to stay by their child’s 
bedside without fear of missing work 
and not getting paid or to have auto 
repairs done so they can get to the 
hospital daily. Our efforts will be 
greatly appreciated!

This is the last year for this charity, 
so look to the web site for nomination 
forms for next year. To all who attended, 
please give yourselves a giant pat on the 
back…good work!! Until next time...

Full Circle by Bill Noroski

The CNY’s annual Charity 
Auction was held on March 28, 
2009	for	the	benefit	of	the	Lori	

Sullivan Memorial Endowment Fund.  
Lori Sullivan was a very good friend 
of the Turco family. She was especially 
close to Jeff. It seemed Lori was always 
around, a nice young lady with a fervent 
interest in automobiles.  In fact, she 
drove a little pick-up truck, changed 
her own tires and wheels, and even her 
Dad lovingly called her a gearhead.
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About	15	years	ago,	I	was	helping	Steve	and	Jeff	finish	their	356	B	coupe.		The	
car was almost a twin to my white “C” coupe, so we had a good example from 
which to work. Since all help was welcomed, Lori pitched right in, eventually 
driving the Turco 356 at numerous D.E events. If I recall correctly, I was one of 
her	first	instructors.		She	was	a	very	good	student	and	eventually	developed	into	a	
very capable track driver.  Best of all...  she loved Porsches. 

Back in 1995 I became interested in cutting various trinkets, puzzles, and other 
projects out of wood using a scroll saw. One of my endeavors was a cutout in the 
shape	of	a	356	Porsche	mounted	on	a	beautifully	finished	backboard.	I	made	one	
for Jeff. He, in turn, gave it to Lori.  I’m told she loved that rendition and had it 
hanging in a prominent place in her bedroom.

It is 2009 now, and I’m still scrolling. With time, I have become a bit more 
accomplished, but I still favor cutting out Porsches in various forms.  I decided to 
make something Porsche related and donate it to this year’s Charity Auction.  The 
result was the cut out, mounted, and framed image of Porsche’s new 4-door sports 
car, the Panamera. The image, cut out of 1/8-inch thick plywood and mounted in a 
frame made of hickory, was derived from a mailing that came before most people 
even had a glimpse of the Panamera. 

The Gladles provided the highest bid for the Panamera and our thanks to Joyce & 
Chuck for their generous bid. On the way home from the AUCTION that night, 
pleased with the outcome, I was thinking, “We have just come full circle.”  One of 
my	first	projects	using	a	scroll	saw	was	of	a	Porsche,	for	Lori,	and	now,	15	years	
later, Lori is gone, but, again, another Porsche...   for Lori.            RL

Joyce & Chuck Gladle after winning a “one-of-a 
kind,” scrolled image of the new Porsche Panamera.
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CROSSING THAT BRIDGE 
By Gay Lynn Testut

I have not seen the Jim Carrey movie 
“Yes Man,” but I like the premise. 
That’s sort of the philosophy I’ve 

been trying to take on during the last 
few years: just say, “yes” unless:

It puts someone in danger1) 
It is too costly2) 
It would be undertaken with 3) 
impure motives

So, with all of the above criteria having 
been	met,	I	am	signing	up	for	my	first	
ever drivers’ ed event at the Glen July 
22 and 23, the Central New York – 
Hudson Champlain Regional DE. 
And in the spirit of selling my “Yes 
Man” philosophy, I would also like 
to	 encourage	 any	 other	 first-timers	 to	
make this THE ONE. 

There are many reasons for my having 
come to this point:

I’ve hung around the club long 1) 
enough to want to put my foot in 
the water.
With increased age comes less and 2) 
less ego involvement (i.e., I no 
longer carie how foolish I might 
look trying something new).
I need a certain amount of story-3) 
telling fodder for grandchildren 
(no - nothing major to report, but, 
I must be ready). 
Assurances from sources I know 4) 
and trust [The author is 
referring to Joyce. Ed.] that 
we will be lovingly watched over 
and cared for during this venture.
Why not?5) 

Now, there is a certain amount of 
mental and practical preparation that 
is anticipated.  The only time I have 

driven my Honda S2000 (Yes, the car 
is actually mine, ask Mike Darminio) 
has been once every year or so on the 
Fall Tour when I leave you guys in 
search of the nearest church of Christ 
on Sunday morning while Skip bums 
a ride with anyone else who as an 
empty seat available for the morning 
activities (but that’s another story).  My 
preparation in the form of greater seat 
time started this past Saturday.  With 
Skip as my “Stig” – this same Skip 
who could never be a driving instructor 
due to car-sickness issues (also another 
story) patiently instructed through 
my apparent habit of “short shifting.”  
Simple explanation for short shifting 
is hating to shift so much that you just 
want to get the exercise over with as 
soon as possible.  There will be more 
“Stig as co-pilot” ventures before July.  
Oh, by the way, Skip, I’ll always want 
you to drive it back down the driveway.  
There is no way a 35- degree angle 
would	 be	 required	 at	 the	 Glen.	 	 The	
boot can’t be THAT bad.  Besides, it’s 
hard enough getting the thing out of 
there… you can put it back to bed.

As relates to number 4 above, I like the 
idea of not knowing who my instructor 
may be ahead of time, but, just in case, 
“Thak, be sure you get home before 
July because, hey, you never know!” 

There are also personal goals, a mind-
set, if you will, for the actual event.  
Some goals with a negative slant:

Don’t throw up.1) 
Try not to make anyone too angry 2) 
with me.
Don’t laugh hysterically in nervous 3) 
over-revving.
Shut up and listen.4) 

Goals with a more positive spin:
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Die 2009 CNY, Zone 1, and PCA Kalender
APRIL

26th -   Spring Rally

MAY
2nd -   Chris White’s Tech Session

9th -   Cobweb Concours – Burdick Porsche
16th - 17th	-			Zone	1	Concours	and	Rally

29th - 31st	-			Zone	1	Club	Race	–	The	Clash

JUNE
TBA   -   Autocross and Car Control Clinic

19th - 21st	-		Zone	1	48	Hours	of	Watkins	Glen	and	CNY	Picnic
June 29 th - July 4th -   Porsche Parade, Keystone, Colorado

JULY
TBA  -     Autocross and Car Control Clinic

18th -   Golf Tournament
22nd - 23rd -   CNY - Hudson Champlain DE at Watkins Glen 

25th -   Carousel Rally

AUGUST
2nd -   Tug Hill Fun Run

22nd -   Family Picnic and Car Display
29th - 30th	-			Zone	1	Autocross

SEPTEMBER
11th-13th -   “Gathering of the Faithful” - Vintage Weekend at Watkins Glen

17th - 20th -   PCA’s Porsche Escape to Ohio
20th -   Fall Rally - Tentative

OCTOBER
9th - 11th -   CNY Fall Tour (tentative)

NOVEMBER
13th - 15th	-			Zone	1	Presidents’	Meeting

21st -   Annual Business Meeting

DECEMBER
13th -   CNY Holiday Party - Cathie and Chris White’s

Learn something (it should be almost impossible not to).1) 
Let some adrenaline rush.2) 
Have fun.3) 
Hug lots of people when I survive.4) 

Now you know why I’m crossing this bridge. That is, because I came to it.  Here’s 
hoping there are many others who have come to this same bridge.  Oh... and who 
among you has an extra small helmet they would be willing to loan?           RL
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2009 CNY PCA SPRING RALLY
 
Good Day Porsche Pushers,

Our time to drive has arrived!!  To kick off our driving events for 2009 Jeff 
Turco is hosting our annual Spring Rally.  
 

Jeff promises a fun and interesting rally through the hills and valleys of 
Tompkins County.  No tricks, no detours, no dirt roads -- just a great drive 
through the countryside!

Our	rally	will	end	at	a	local	restaurant	where	we	can	quench	our	thirst	and	
our	hunger	and	find	out	how	well	we	followed	the	rally	directions.
 
 
WHEN: April 26, 2009         12:00 PM  Registration      
                                                             12:30 PM  First Car Off
 
WHERE: The Rally will start at the Dunkin’ Donuts, Route 13, 

Dryden, NY.  See map at:
                       http://www.mapquest.com/maps/Dunkin’+Donuts:36+Nort

h+Street+Dyrden+NY+13053/
 
COST: $10.00 per car.

BRING: Clipboard, paper, and pencil or pen.
 
RALLY’S END:  The Dryden Hotel, Dryden - If you can’t make the
     rally, come on down and socialize after it’s over.
 
QUESTIONS: Contact Jeff at (607) 844-8191 or e-mail to:
  jturco@twcny.rr.com
 
Jeff promises that you will enjoy some pretty countryside scenery 
and windy Porsche roads.  So do come out and join the fun!!
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ENHANCE AND APPRAISE WITH CHRIS
Chris White, proprietor of 944 Enhancement and internal combustion 
engine advanced motor head, will attempt to impart some of his knowledge 
upon CNY members on May 2 at a Tech Session at his new garage.

Joe Cali, automotive photographer and Auto Appraisal Group 
Representative, will supply us with information on what is involved in a 
professional	automobile	appraisal	and	how	it	can	benefit	any	automobile	
owner.  Joe will be offering a $250 appraisal for a door prize.

Chris will cover the basic operation of the engine and discuss possible 
modifications.	 	 His	 “latest	 and	 greatest”	 track	 car	 (944	Turbo)	 will	 be	
available for our examination as well as other engine projects.  

Conversation will undoubtedly turn to the upcoming CNY-HCP Drivers’ 
Education event.  Chris has offered to put a Porsche on his lift for an 
impromptu tech inspection should anyone be interested.

This	promises	to	be	a	diversified	and	very	interesting	Tech	Session.		Plan	
to join us for the all the fun.

When:            May 2, 2009
                        9:30 AM - Poke, prod and chat
                        10:00 AM - Tech Session
                        12:00 Noon - Lunch                   
                        12:30 PM - Auto Appraisal Presentation 
                          1:30 PM – Q & A, Tech Inspection
                                            Demonstration, DE info.               

Where:         Chris White’s Garage
                      2373 State Route 174, Marietta, NY
                      **See directions below.

What:          Tech Session, Auto Appraisal Presentation, and $250 value 
door prize, tech inspection

Cost:            $5.00

Bring:          A chair to sit on, note pad.

RSVP:         chris@944enhancement.com  PLEASE!

DIRECTIONS	–	Mapquest	at:	http://www.mapquest.com/maps?city=M
arietta&state=NY&address=2373+State+Rt+174%09
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2009 CNY PCA COBWEB CONCOURS
AT ROGER BURDICK PORSCHE

Once again this year our friends at Roger Burdick Porsche are hosting our 
Spring Cobweb Concours at Burdick Driver’s Village.  Burdick will open 
its doors to the beautiful inside mall for display of our Porsches.  So rain 
or shine, we will have a beautiful setting for our event.  If you have never 
attended	this	event,	do	plan	to	join	us!		This	is	a	very	unique	venue	for	a	
car show.  It is an opportunity to show you car off to other CNY members 
and spectators alike and there are excellent photo opportunities. So, dust 
off those cobwebs and come out for this fun event to start our 2009 Car 
Show season off with a bang!!

2009 COBWEB CONCOURS 

When:           Saturday, May 9, 2009
                       9:00 AM  Concours line up begins
                     11:00 AM  Porsches must be in place or be “Display Only”
                     11:30 AM   Concours judging begins.  CNY entrants  will   

 judge cars.

Where:       Roger Burdick Driver’s Village, 5885 East Circle Drive,
                    Cicero, NY.   This location is north of Syracuse, immediately
                    off Route 481.  For complete information and directions see 

 http://www.driversvillage.com/ou/cicero-porsche/?make=porsche

What:        Concours Car Show – CNY member’s Porsches will
                   participate in a People’s Choice Concours. Visiting Porsches
                   welcome for “Display,” only.

Registration:   Entrants MUST REGISTER by May 7 at gleneagle1@
msn.com or call (315) 637-5529 and leave a message.  
Please be sure to include:	 	Your	first	and	 last	name;	
total number of people that will be attending, year and 
model (e.g., 1985 911) of the Porsche you are bringing.

Cost: $10.00 per person (exact amount appreciated).  Covers 
Lunch, Concours registration, awards (3 per class), 
Burdick Porsche door prizes, and lots of Porsche 
camaraderie!!

This promises to be a premier event again this year. The good folks at 
Burdick will also have some surprise exhibits for our enjoyment.  Plan to 
join us for a fun day with Porsche Cars and Porsche friends!
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A VERY IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
2009 Central New York - Hudson Champlain PCA 

Regional Drivers’ Education Event

The	Officers	and	PCA	Certified	Driver	Education	Instructors	of	CNY	Region	are	
pleased to announce that we have teamed up with Hudson Champlain Region 
PCA to offer a Drivers’ Education Event at Watkins Glen International on July 22 
and 23, 2009!

This is an endeavor that is new to CNY Region.  Our good friends in HCP Region, 
having run a number of DEs in the past, will provide CNY with the guidance to 
help make this a memorable event for all.

If you have ever considered driving your Porsche on a closed circuit, now is the 
time to act.  If you have participated in DEs before and want to experience the 
enjoyment	again,	please	come	out	and	support	CNY	at	our	very	first	DE.	 	The	
event is open to all levels of drivers--beginners to Instructors.

At DEs you are paired with other drivers of the same experience.  There are 5 
run groups-- groupings of cars that go on the track together.  These groups are 
established based on personal ability and experience.  Therefore, you will be on 
the track with drivers like yourself.  It is very safe!  The two Novice run groups 
will	have	classroom	instruction	and	will	be	assigned	a	Certified	Instructor	to	go	
on the track with them. The knowledge that you gain about your Porsche and your 
driving	ability	will	benefit	you	long	after	you	leave	Watkins	Glen	Race	Track!

For the ladies who would prefer a low-key format, this is the event for you! There 
will be a Ladies Only Run Group for beginners.  No stress—no pressure!!  Learn 
at your own pace and your own comfort level, with only other ladies on the track.  
Write “Ladies Only” on the top of your registration form.

This is a great opportunity for our Region and for our members to participate in an 
unforgettable event!!  Come out and see what all the fun is about!!

Registration form and complete information is available on our Web Site at:

 www.cnypca.com.

If	you	have	any	questions	at	all,	please	contact	any	of	the	Officers	or	Instructors	
listed on the front pages of The Redline.  We will be happy to answer any of your 
questions.
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THE RUSTIC ADIRONDACK TOUR
2009 CNY PCA FALL TOUR

Question:  What has a “mirror,” challenging Porsche roads, great shops, excellent 
restaurants,	Olympic	flair	and	fabulous	scenery?		Answer:  Lake Placid, NY!  We 
are going back folks!  Going back in style.

This year we believe we can “up the bar” on a wonderful driving experience 
encompassed by great Porsche camaraderie.  Surrounding the villages of Lake 
Placid, Wilmington, Jay, Keene and Au Sable Forks are ribbon-like roads that will 
tantalize	and	challenge	our	drivers	(but	not	our	Porsches!).		Magnificent	fall	hues	
will provide a colorful backdrop for our tours.

Places that await our exploration include Lake Placid, Mirror Lake, the Ausable 
River, Whiteface Mountain, Upper and Lower Saranac Lakes, Cranberry Lake, 
Cascade Mountain, Tupper Lake, McKenzie Mountain and several wonderful 
examples of Great Camps.  A trip to Lake Placid would certainly not be complete 
without experiencing some Olympic history.  We will do that too!

Come and explore the beautiful Adirondacks in your Porsche and experience a 
driving adventure you will remember for a very long time!!  Our tour will be 
October 9-11, 2009.  Complete details and registration information will be in the 
next issue of The Redline.

The Redline Market
The Redline Market is for noncommercial ads, available to all with an active 
PCA membership number. Ads are free for two consecutive issues if they are 
Porsche related. The decision as to the “Porscheability” of each ad is solely that 
of the editor, who’s a strict constructionist concerning such things, his Honda 
ownership	not	withstanding.	A	$10	fee/issue	is	required	to	continue	the	ad	beyond	
two issues. A $10 fee/issue will be charged for all non-Porsche related ads or 
for ads placed by non-PCA members. All continuing ads must be resubmitted 
on a monthly basis before the 10th of the month preceding the next issue. The 
maximum length is 50 words and all sales ads must include an asking price(s). 
Send your ads to REDLINE REPORT, c/o Skip Testut, 873 Taughannock Blvd., 
Ithaca, NY 14850.

For Sale: 1980 Trailex aluminum Trailer tows easily with a Ranger. Features: 13 
foot open deck, 70” between the fenders, good tires with 2 spares, surge brakes, 
new brake shoes, all new bushings and bolts in the suspension. Setup for my 914 
or	944,	but	others	will	fit	 I’m	 sure.	Acquisition	of	 another	Trailex	 forces	 sale.	
Pictures available, located in Montrose, PA $2695.00 Bill Kohnke wkohnke@
epix.net  570-278-2566 (Home) or 570-278-3071 (work)  (1)
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L to R: Rick Holt, Skip Testut, JoAnn Holt, Gay Lynn Testut 
and Uwe “Make mine a Rambler” Augenreich at the annual 
CNY Charity Acution. Photo courtesy of Wayne Kunkel. 
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nICk orso’s
boDY  sHop  anD servICe Center

“THE FINEST IN COLLISION REPAIR”

638 West genesee  street
syRACUsE, nEW yORK  13204

COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE - 24 HR. TOWING
aLIGNMENT aNd SuSPENSION REPaIR

SuBSTITuTE VEHICLES

LOCAL CALLS 471-85-21
TOLL FREE  24-7 at 1-877-NICK ORSO (642-5677)

NOW OFFERING NITROGEN TIRE INFLATION 
AND SONIC WHEEL BALANCING

SEE WWW.NITROFILLNOW.COM FOR DETAILS

FREE NICK ORSO AUTO CLUB MEMEBERSHIP!!!

VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.nickorso.com

QUESTIONS OR CONTACT US BY EMAIL…
NICkORSO@GMAIL.COM
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